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EXCELLENCE WITH At P ERSONAL TOUCH
hy is the Florida State University

College of Law an excellent choice for those considering a legal education? • First, there is the

facu lty. It is a distinguished group of scholars and teachers who have established national reputations

within their fields of expertise. As part of a relatively small law school, they are committed to being

accessible to their students, engaging them on a personal level with the concepts and ideals that will

shape their lives and legal careers. • Second, there is a dynamic curriculum that undergoes continual

evolution to provide an education that is relevant both to the ideals and principles of the law as well
as t o the needs of the marketplace. In addition to a full complement of traditional core offerings, the

law school is expanding its concentrations in such growing areas as international law, dispute

resolution and environmental law. • Third, there is our location, blocks from the government and

judicial centers of one of the fastest growing states in the nation. We are across the street from the

Florida First District Court of Appeal, a block from the Florida Supreme Court and two blocks from

the Florida Capitol. Our location not only offers students valuable practical experience through our

extensive externship program, but also means
"THE BEST LEGAL EDUCATION

that many distinguished judges, legislators and

BEGINS WITH A DEDICATED,
WELL- PREPARED FACULTY."

attorneys can participate in our programs.
• I commend you for considering a career in law. It is an honorable profession in which you will have

the opportunity to live by both your wits and your ideals. The Florida State University College of
DONALD

J.

WEIDNER

Law is an excellent entry point into the legal profession.

THE COLLEGE OF LAW

The

aim of the Florida State University College of

Law is to provide its graduates the knowledge and judgme nt
necessary to practice law in a complex, rapid ly changing
society. Students are taught the substance of the law. At the
same rime they a re also e n cou raged to develop an
understanding of the role of the legal practitione r in public
life. Since opening its doors in 1966, those earning the Juris
Doctor degree from the FSU College of Law have assumed
leadership positions across the legal profession and in their
communities - as legal counselors and advocates, researchers
and judges, as ,veil as in business, education and elected office.
The College of Law faculty is nationally recognized for
both its commitment to reach ing an d its cutting-edge
schola rship. They ha\·e a uthored textbooks in evidence,
insurance law, intel lectu a l property and coasta l and
environmental law, and are among the brightest legal m inds
in national dialogues concerning alternative dispute resolution,
in ternat iona l hu man rig hts, hea lt h law a n d bus iness
partnerships. The law school's philosop hy, since it held its
first classes mo re than thirty years ago, is that the best legal
educat.ion is the result of a lively dialogue in an intimate
learning environment. A low student-to-faculty ratio allows
for a tfo·ersity of class offerings while emphasizing accessibility
and a personalized education.
The College is situated blocks from the Florida Supreme
Court, Florida Cap itol, United States District Court for the
Northern District of Florida , and Florida First District Court of Appeal. Proximity to these centers of legal and legislative
activity offers students a uniq ue opportunity to observe firsthand the workings of the state's governme nt and courts. Additiona lly, many of the practitioners working in this large and diverse lega l commun ity share their expertise and experiences with
stu dents through College of Law programs.
Our location in the state capital also provides students a variety of inte rnship and clerkship opportunities during the
course of their legal education as well as parttime employment opportunities during their second and third year of classes.
While these collateral activities are not meant to substitute for daily study and classroom experiences, one of the aims of legal
education is the teaching of Jaw in its social, econom ic, and political context.
The College of Law is accredited by the American Ba r Association , is a member of the Association of American Law
Schools, and has a chapte r of the Order of the Coif, a na tional lega l honor society.
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THE CAMPUS
The College of Law consists of seven interconnected buildings. B.K. Roberts Hall, dedicated in 1971, is the hub o f the
College, housing most of the classrooms as well as facu lty and administrative offices and rhe student lounge.
Immediately west of Robe1ts Hall is the Law Libra1y. To the east are the Rotunda and four hisroric homes comprising the
James Harold Thompson Green. Conceived by former dean and current Florida State University p resident Sandy D'Alemberte
as a meeting place for law students and faculty, state legislators and judges, the Green took its design from two mode ls, the
English Inns of Court and Thomas Jefferson's famous rotunda and lawn at the University of Virginia.
The Rotunda steps serve as a forum for class meetings, public debates and social events. The Caldwell House, Cawthon
House, Damon House, and Ausley House were moved to the Green from their origina l sites in the Ta llahassee area and
restored. Besides providing comfortable surroundings for seminars and receptions, they serve as q ua1ters for our international faculty, the Leroy Co llins Center for Public Policy, the Children's Advocacy Center, the College's Office of Advancement
and Alumni Affairs, and the Florida State University Law Review.
THE LAW LIBRARY
The Law Library is a comfortable modern facil ity with 400 seats fo r study and research. Eight experienced professional
librarians provide assistance in the use of the collection, tou rs of the Library, and training in legal research.
The Library collection exceeds 400,000 volumes and volume equivalents, including 5,400 continuing subscriptions and
more than 147,000 cataloged titles retrievable from the Library's online catalog. This contains records of all Law Library
materials, along with information about whether a volu me is
cha rged o ut, a book ordered or a journal issue received.
Through the online catalog, researchers also can access journal indexes as well as library cata logs from around the world.
Library computers connected to the College o f Law LAN
enable students to access the online catalog, perform resea rch
on LEXIS and WESTLAW, do word processing, send and receive e-mail, search the World Wide Web, and use other programs of interest to the study o f law. The Law Library staff
trains all students in the use of these systems.
Tallahassee offers a wealth of legal and library resources.
In addition to the Flo rida State University's libraries, law students have access to the State Library of Florida, the State
Archives, and the Florida Supre me Court Library, all within b locks of the College of Law. In a cooperative project with the
Florida Supreme Court, the Law Library videotapes oral arguments in the Court and microfilms court briefs for distribution.
l:.XTiRAORDI

For further information about the Libra1y and links to local, national and international legal information sites, see the Law

,\:RY.

Library home page at http://www. law.fsu.ed u/ library/.
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FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSIT Y

PREPARING THEWORLD

FORTttE2lsT

CENTURY
im Bacchus, a 1979 graduate of the College of

Law, wants to change the world. • The only North American member of the World Trade Organization's
Appellate Body-a group referred to as "the supreme court of world trade" by the New York Timu -he is
spreading the word about the WTO's work as well as the growing importance of international trade and

the interrelatedness of nations. That mission entails a relentless schedule of speaking engagements for the

former U.S. Congressman before civic, legislative and business groups. • Bacchus makes no attempt to
conceal his belief in the importance of his work on the Appellate Body, which resolves trade disputes
among nations. "If we succeed in our efforts to make
"My PROBLEM IS FINDING TIME TO

it what it should be, the WTO could well be the most
DO ALL THE THINGS l WANT TO DO."

significant economic institution in the world in the

21st century." • Bacchus is a resounding testament to the old Scottish saw that to get a job done, 6nd a
busy man. In addition to extended visits to the WTO's Geneva headquarters, he has spent much of the past
three years building the Orlando law of6ce of Greenberg Traurig, where he serves as the managing
shareholder. He took on the job of organizing the office of the M.iami-based firm after deciding not to seek
reelection to Congress in 1994. "I started the office with a car phone and a concept," says Bacchus, who
was FSU Law Review editor during his law school days. Today the Orlando office is at 26 attorneys and
growing. • Bacchus says that a full schedule is the only life he knows. "My problem is finding time to do
JIM
WORLD

TRADE

BACCHUS

ORGANIZATION

•

MEMBER

APPELLATE

BODY

all the things I want to do," adding, "My challenge is dealing with the fact that there are so many important
things to do that one life is just not enough to do them all."

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY AND TALLAHASSEE

The

second oldest of the state's ten public un iversities, Florida State is a comprehensive institution offering

undergraduate, graduate, advanced and professional programs. Designated one of the nation's 88 Research I institutions,
with more than 30,000 students, FSU is among the Southeast's largest p ublic unive rsities.
Sixteen schools and colleges offer courses of study in twentv-four major disciplines. Complementing FSU's strong
academic program is a full range of cultural and sporting events. Many scudents in the College of Law choose to combine
their legal education with training from other outstanding programs, including business, international affairs, film, and
public administration.
In addition ro the College of Law's professional degree program, the university offers 91 baccalaureate, 97 maste r's, 28
advanced master's/ specialist, and 70 doctoral degree programs.

FSU has established itself as a premier liberal arts institution, offering one of the most comprehensive programs of any
unive rsity in the nation. The School of Motion Picture, Television, and Recording Arts se1ves as a training ground for the
state's rapidly growing motion picture industry. Theater, music, dance, ,;vriting, and other arts programs are widely recognized for their excellence.
E'or many years the university has been a leader in scientific research in such areas as chemist1y, space b iosciences,
physics, and molecular biophysics. Its National High Magnetic Field Laborato1y, the only national center for research in
magnet-related technologies, has attracted prominent scientists from as far away as the former Soviet Union. The project is a
joint venture between FSU, the Los Alamos National Laboratory in

ew Mexico, and the University of Florida.

FSU's Program in Nuclear Research, with its super conducting linear accelerator, is ranked in the country's top four
nuclear research centers by the National Science Foundation. The program serves as an international center for the education
of nuclear scientists.
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FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

STUDEN iTS

Tallahassee

In addition to the Robert Manning Strozier Libra1y, the university library system encompasses four specialized branch
libraries and the Law Library. Together, they house more than 2,200,000 volumes of books and periodicals, 166,000 maps,
495.000 government documents, and 4,640,000 microforms.
The u niversity boasts an exciting and highly competitive intercollegiate athletic program. The football team has been
ranked in the top five nationally by the wire
services at the finish of the past eleven seaBH._ \ l '-l 01 IT'-. I \RC,I
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sons, winning the national championship in
1993. The men's basketball and baseball teams
and the ,vomen's softlx11l team are frequent
participants in post-season tournaments.
All students can take advantage of the
university's wide variety of sports and recre-

ational opportunities and strong intramural p rogram. The Bobby E. Leach Recreation Center and adjoining Tully Gym offer
fi rst-class athletic facilities, including basketball , racquetball , and squash cou rts; a swimming complex; jogging track; whirlpools; and weight-training and fitness rooms. The university-operated Seminole Reservation offers facilities for picnicking,
swimming, sail ing and canoeing.
TALLAHASSEE

Money maga zi ne rates

Florida Stale University is located in Tallahassee, Florida's capital. Rared the th ird-best medium-sized city in the South by
Tallahassee the th ird best

Money magazine, Tallahassee mixes casual southern charm with the cosmopolitan dynamism of a modern government and
university center. In aclclition to Florida State University. rhe city is home to Florida A&.t\il University and Tallahassee Commu-

Southeaste rn city with a

nity College. Together, the three institutions enroll more than 50,000 students, who, ·when com bined with the city's gro,ving

population betwee n 2 50 ,000

ranks of young professionals, make Tallahassee's median age one of the youngest in the state. Tallahassee-area population has
and 1,0 0 0 ,000. The city's
Pensacola St.

experienced rapid growth in recent decades and currently exceeds 250,000. State government is the area's largest employer.
Because it is a government and legal center, Tall,1hassee is also known for its large numbers of lawyers. In 1996. The Wall

Street Journal ranked Tallahassee first in the nation in per capita lawyer ratio.

location provides easy access to
Atlanta and New O rlean s as well

(Doak Campbell Stadium)

A temperate climate makes it possible to enjoy the abundant natu ral attractions, outdoor sports and recreational acti,·ias Florid a d esti nations.

tics year-round. Travel magazines consistently rate nearby white-sane! beaches among the world's most beautiful. A national
forest located just south of the city, numerous state parks and recreation areas offer a wide choice of outdoor activities.
The Tallahassee-Leon County Civic Center, located across the street from the law school, offers top-flight sporting and
entertainment events to students who need a break from their studies. The 13,000-seat arena is home to the FSU basketball
team , professional hockey and indoor soccer teams and often hosts National Basketball Association and National Hockey
League exhibition games. Recent musical acts playing in the auditorium have included Elton John, Garth Brooks and Gloria
Estefan. During fall and winter months, the civic center is open for ice skating.
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FLORIDA A&M CAMPUS

FSU 's Bobby Leach Stud ent Recreat ion Center is one of the best equipped
athletic and leisure facil ities in the country, offering a sixteen-lane competitive
swimming pool, indoor jogging and walking tracks, racquetball and squash
courts, gymnasia, spas and weight training and fitness rooms.

Tallahassee performing arts

High quality facilities and a temperate climate make

enthusiasts can choose from a rich

recreational activities a high priority for Tallahassee

offering of activities, including

residents. Some of the best beaches in the country are

concerts, recitals, and t heater and

located within a two- hour drive to the southwest. The

opera performances.

Tallahassee- Leon County Civic Center, directly across the
street from the law school, is home to FSU basketball,
concerts, hockey, indoor soccer, ice skating and trade shows.

Tallaha ssee 's 50,000
college sh.dents, enjoy a
broad variety of sporting
events and night life.

THEPERSONALDIMENSION

OF

I NTERNATIONAL

LA"'
nternational law hits close to home for

Associate Professor Frank Garcia and his student research assistant Ani Maj uni. • Garcia's parents
came to the United States from Colombia in the 1950s in search of greater freedom and expanded

economic opportunity. Majuni came to the U .S. from Albania to get an education, earning a B.A. in

history before enrolling in law school. • For Garcia and Majuni, the personal perspective is never

far away. Garcia, who spent a semester working and studying in Uruguay last year under a Fulbright

Grant, has turned a scholar's eye to the relationship between international trade and human r ights.

"It's customary to separate the idea of trade and economics from justice, but in reality, there is a

fundamental relationship." His recent writings explore the subject . • Majuni's grandfather, elected

to the Albanian parliament following World War II, was one of a group of 32 intellectuals and
government officials executed in 1947 after
"BECAUSE OF WHAT MY FAMILY HAS
LIVED THROUGH,

APP RECIATION OF THE OPPORTUNITIES
THAT

I

the Soviets seized power in Eastern

I HAVE A GREAT
Europe. "Because of what my family has

HAVE TODAY."

lived through, 1 have a great appreciation
ANI
WITH

MAJUNI
FRANK

•
J.

STUDENT
GARCIA•

ASSOCIATE

PROFESSOR

of the opportunities that I have today." • Says Maj uni of her work assisting Garcia, "It's the perfect

situation for me. The issues I'm researching mean a lot to me personally."

CURRICULUM

The

College of Law's three-year curriculum is designed to prepare students for the successfu l practice of law.

Although it is based on a core of traditional Jaw courses, it recognizes and responds to the rapid changes in modern legal
p ractice. Environmental Jaw, international law, cyber Jaw and dispute resolution are among the areas that have received
increased emphasis in the curriculum in recent years.
Course selections are among the most important decisions of a law
student's career. In choosing upper-class offerings, students should consider
their career goals, the importance of a well-rounded legal education, and bar
exam subject areas. Students are encouraged to seek advice from a variety of
sources, including faculty members.
The first year of law school at Florida State University is prescribed. The
curriculum provides the basics of law needed to understand other, more
specialized courses offered at the upper levels.
Recognizing that writing and communication sk ills are essential in becoming
an effective lawyer, the College of Law emphasizes the development of legal
writing and research skills begi1ming in the first year. FSU's Legal Writing and
Research course is taught by full-time faculty members. All the instructors are
lawyers with outstanding academic backgrounds and legal experience.
Legal Writing and Research is a required course during both semesters of
the first year and carries two credits each semester. Approximately 35 sruFIRST YEAR COURSES
FALL SEMESTER

dents are assigned to each first-year legal writing and research class. In addition to the first-year legal writing requirement, all degree-seeking students
must complete a course to fulfill the upper-level w riting requirement. Stu-

Required Courses

dents must submit successive drafts of a research paper to their professors

(1 S credits)

for critique and review prior to the submission of a final paper.
• Civil Procedure

All first-year students at the College are encouraged to participate in the
• Contracts I

Academic Support Program. Second-year students serve as tutors for each
• Property I

first-year course in this unique law school program. Besides holding regular
• Torts

office hours, the tuto rs conduct group tutorial sessions to review specific
• Legal Writing and Research I

SPRING SEMESTER

course materials. In addition, they focus on fundamental skills such as briefing and synthesizing cases, note-taking, study habits, effective participation

(14 credits)

in study groups, outlining and exam-taking techniques. With the assistance
• Constitutional Law I

of faculty, the tutors also devise and administer sample exam questions.
• Contracts II

Course selection in the second and third years is primarily elective. How• Criminal Law

ever, all candidates for the JD. degree are required to successfully complete
• Property II

Constitutional Law ll, Professional Responsibility, and a course that fulfills
• Legal Writing and Research II

the upper-level writing requirement.
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SEC O ND - AND
THIRD - YEAR
O FFERINGS

Accounting and the Law
Administrative Law
Administrative Law
Externship
Admiralty and Maritime
Jurisdiction
Advanced Civil Procedure
Advanced Torts
Agency and Partnership
AIDS and the Law Seminar
Alternative Dispute
Resolution
American Legal History
1600-1800
American Legal History
1890-present
Antitrust La \V
Antitrust and RICO
Litigation Seminar
Appel.late Advocacy
Appellate Practice
Arbitration I & II
Banking Law
Bankruptcy Policy Seminar
Bioethics and the Law
Business Associations
Caribbean Law and
Development
Children's Advocacy Center
Church and State
Civil Law Externship
Civil Pre-Trial Practice
Civil Rights Survey
Coastal and Ocean Law
Commercial Law Survey
Commercial and Real Estate
Transactions
Commercial Paper
Comparative Law
Complex Federal Litigation
Conflict of Laws
Constitutiona l Criminal
P roceclu re I & II
Constitutional Law II
Constitutional Revision
Consumer Law
Corporate Finance
Corporate Reorganization
Corporate Tax
Creditors' Rights
Criminal Law Externship

Criminal Practice (Clinic)
Current Problems in Class
Action Litigations
Cyber Law
Directed individual Study
Disability Law
Diversity and the Law
Economic Regulation of
Business Seminar
Employment Discrimination
Employment Discrimination
Law Skills Practicum
Employment Law Survey
Energy Law and Policy
Entertainment Law Seminar
Environmental and Toxic
Torts Litigation
Environmental Crimes and
Historic Preservation
Seminar
Environmental Law
Estate and Gift Tax
Estate Planning Seminar
Evidence
Family Law
Fam ily Law Practicum
Federal J urisdiction
Fede ral Securities
Litigation Seminar
First Amendment
Florida Administrative
Procedure
Florida Civil Practice
Florida Criminal Practice
Florida Dissolution of
Marriage
Florida Legislative Process
Seminar
Fundamental Financial
Concepts
Gratuitous Transfers
Health Law and Policy
Immigration Law
Insurance Law
Intellectual Property I & LI
International Business
Transactions
International Environmental
Law
International Human
Rights Law
International Law Practice
Seminar

International Litigation
International Taxation
International Trade Law
and Policy
Jurisprudence
J uYenile Law
Labor and Employment
Relations Law·
Labor Relations Law in
the Private Sector
Labor Relations Law
in the Public Sector
Land Transfer and Finance
Land Use Planning
Law and Economics
The Law and Instit.utions
of the European Union
Law and Literature Seminar
Law and Psychiany
Law and Society
Lega l Ethics Seminar
Legal Issues in
Entertainment
Legal Regulation of
Motherhood
Litigation Seminar
Local Government Law
Media Law
Mediation Theory and
Practice
Natural Resources Law
Nonprofit Institutions
Oil and Gas Law
Partnership Taxation
Poverty Law
Poverty Law: The Law and
Social & Economic
Equality
Pretrial Litigation Seminar
Products Liability
Professional Responsibility
Professional Responsibility
Seminar
Prostitution and
Pornography Seminar
Public International Law
Race, Gender and the Law
Real Estate Transactions
and Finance
Real Estate Skills Practicum
Remedies
Reproductive Technology
and Rights

Sales and Leases
Secu red Transactions
Securities Regulation
Social Responsibilities of
Lawyers
Spanish for Lawyers
Sports and the Law
State Constitutional Law
Statutory Interpretation
Suffering and Rights
Supreme Court
Role-Playing
Taxation r
Trial Practice
Women and the Law
\Vorkers' Compensation
Writing Skills

COLL EGE OF L AW
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EXTERN SHIPS

CLINICAL PROGRAMS AND EXTERNSHIPS

The College of Law offers a rich variety of clinical opportunities to assist students to prepare for the practice of law through
participation in actual cases.
CHILDREN'S ADVOCACY CENTER

The Children·s Advocacy Center focuses on improving the lives of children throughout the state. It accomplishes this mission
in two ways: First, by representing individual children who need legal representation in the areas of education, supplemental
disability social security benefits, and juvenile delinquency; Second, as a partner in the statewide Children First coalition
funded by the Florida Bar Foundation, which brings together professionals in the fields of law. medicine and education to
work on issues affecting children in Florida.

The College offers one of the most extensive clinical
externship (off-ca mpus) programs in the United States,
including more than 40 placements. Students earn academic
credit while learning to assume the role of attorney or judicial
clerk in the litigation and adjudication of real cases.
The program provides the opportunity for students to be
trainee! in legal practice in numerous agencies and judicial
settings in Tallahassee, and in State Attorney, Public Defender
and Legal Aid offices locally and throughout Florida. Each
program has both an academic and a clinical segment. A
faculty supervisor oversees the academic segme nt, which
provides perspective and trains the student in self-reflection
and critical analysis of the institutions, processes, lav.ryering
skills, and ethical issues related to the specific externship. A
placement supervisor at the office location provides case
assign ments and assists/ critiques the student to assure
effective handling of the casework.
Judicial Externship Programs provide place ments in two

federal courts and three state courts. Students gain work
experience in preparing case summaries and research
memoranda for trial or appellate judges.
Criminal Law Externships provide placements throughout

Florida at State Attorney and Public Defender offices, and
two related placements in criminal appeals. Students gain
direct experience preparing and litigating criminal cases.
The United States Attorney's Office also sponsors an
externship for students interested in federal litigation. Duties
primarily involve research, writing, and pre-trial assistance.

;-\ CO\' l·,RN.\ \l::NT CLNTUl, T.\LL \I lt\SSU.::
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For the representation of individual
clients, students work closely with an
attorney at the Center. Caseloads are small,
and facu lty teach students the skills they
need to prepare a case, including client
counsel ing , negotiation, mediation and
advocacy necessa1y to represent clients in
court o r at administrative hearings. Thirdyear students who are certified to practice

law under the Student Practice Rule of the Florida 13ar perform all of these tasks under the close supervision of experienced
faculty members.
As a part of their participation in the Children's Advocacy Center, students also receive intensive training in the most
important issues in juvenile law, professional responsibility and law office management.

EXTERN SHIPS
JUDICIAL

Bankruptcy Court
Leon County Circuit Court
Federal District Court
First District Court of Appeal
Florida Supreme Court
CRIMINAL

Public Defender Program
State Attorney Program
U.S. Attorney Program
CIVIL & ADMINIS T RATIVE

Appellate Public Defender
Agency for Health Care Administration
Attorney General
Department of Business and Professional Regulation
Department of Community Affairs
Department of Environmental Protection
Depa11ment of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
Department of Management Services
Department of Transportation
Florida A&M University Attorney
Florida State Hospital, Legal Services
Game and Fresh Water FishCommission
Governor's Task Force on Domestic Violence
Human Relations Commission
Legal Se1vices Programs
Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation
Leon County Attorney
1000 Friends of Florida
Public Employee Relations Commission
Public Service Commission
Tmst for Public Lands

A complete list of Civil/Administrative Externships with
representative programs is set forth below.
• The Attorney General Program , sponsored by the Florida
Department of Legal Affairs, gives third-year law students
experience in investigation , discovery procedures,
negotiation, drafting pleadings and motions and litigation
on behalf of the state.
• Environmental Law Externships are available through the Florida Department of Community Affairs, the Florida Department
of Environmental Protection, the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission, Trust for Public Lands and 1000 Friends
o f Florida . Students gain a variety of experie nces such as participatio n in civil and administrative litigation, community
redevelopment, environmental land and water management and coastal planning and management.
• Labor and Employment Law Externships offer students experience in such areas as employment discrimination, including
investigation of complaints and participation in administrative hearings.
• Legal Services Externships are available at legal services programs throughout the state . The work experience includes all
aspects of litigation and dispute resolution. Students are exposed to the Florida Landlord/ Tenant Act, federal and state
government benefits law, fam ily law, consumer law, and health law.
• A University Attorney Externship in the legal office of the Florida A&M University Attorney offers experience in drafting
pleadings, discovery, negotiation, and litigation on behalf of the University in civil and administrative cases as well as
reviewing and drafting contracts, legislation, and administrative rules.
Clinical programs generally have prerequisites and requirements. Not all programs are available every semester. Specific
information is available from the Clinical Externship Programs Office, Florida State Univers ity College of Law, (850) 644-1432.

J OI NT- DEGREE PROGRAMS

The College of Law offers joint-degree programs in cooperation with other colleges, schools, and depa11ments of the University.
The joint-degree programs enable students to earn two degrees concu rrently, the J uris Doctor and the Master's. Generally.
joint-degree students spend their first year in the College of Law.
Students interested in a joint-degree program must submit all required materials to the law school as well as make separate
application to the graduate school. Upon admission to the law school and the other graduate program, the student must file
a joint-degree application form and consult the appropriate facu lty ach·isor.

DEGREES

AND

CREDITS

Credit requ i rements for jo i nt degrees are as follows .
LAW AND BUSINESS

JD - MBA

LAW AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

JD -M PA

Law
78 hrs (10 cross-credit)
29 hrs• (10 cross-credit)
Bus.
107 hrs..
Total:
·Excluding required foundation courses
••includes 3 hours DIS credit (L'lw 1, Bus. 2)
College of Law advisor John Larson

Law
79 hrs (9 cross-credit)
PAD
33 hrs• (9 cross-credit)
Total:
112 hrs
•includes action report (3 hrs) and internship (6 hrs)
College of Law advisor David Dickson

LAW AND ECONOMICS

Hours vary according to educational background and
other factors. Call for information.
College o f Law advisor Ann McGinley

LAW AND SOCIAL WORK
JD-MS

80 hrs (8 cross-credit)
ECO
24 hrs• (8 cross-credit)
Total:
104 hrs
•Includes extended paper and oral defense
College of Law advisor Mark Seidenfeld
Law

JD - MSW

LAW AND URBAN AND REGIONAL
PLANNING

JD-MSP

Law

LAW AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

JD-MS

Law
80 hrs (8 cross-credit)
INR
24 hrs (8 cross-credit)
Total:
104 lu·s
College of Law advisor David Dickson

78 hrs (10 cross-credit)
33 hrs• (10 cross-credit)
Total:
111 hrs
•Excluding research paper and or-JI defense
College of Law advisor Donna Christie

UPL

FOR MORE I N FOR MATION , CONTACT B O TH THE COLLEGE OF LAW AND THE APPR OP RIATE GRADUATE
S CHOOL DEPARTMENT LISTED BELOW .

Marie Capshew , Director of Admissions and Records
Flo rida State Uni,·ersity College of L1w
425 West Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32306
(850) 644-3787; FAX (850) 644-7284
MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS

Business (850) 644-6458
Economics (850) 644-7081
International Affa irs (850) 644-4418
Public Administration (850) 644-7606
Social Work (850) 644-4751
Urban and Regio nal Planning (850) 644-4510
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

The College of Law's associations with foreign law schools and faculties are designed to enhance the legal education students
receive. These programs enable students to expand their understanding of the challenges faced at home and abroad by
members of a global legal community.

SUMMER PROGRAM I N LAW AT O X FORD

The College of Law annually sponsors a five-and-a-half-week summer semester of legal studies at the University of Oxford in
England. The Summer Program in Law is the oldest summer program at Oxford offered by an American law school. Approximately 45 students from the United States and Canada attend each year. Students may earn up to six semester hours of course
credit for participation.
Students in the program have a unique opportunity to study comparative law and the history and development of English
common law and common law institutions in their native setting. Tenured law facu lty from the University of Oxford and
Florida Stare University provide instruction for the program. Students reside at St. Edmund Hall, which traces its origins to the
th irteenth century, when Edmund of Abingdon, lecturer and later Archbishop of Canterbu1y, lived and taught at the site now
occupied by ·Teddy" Hall.
Students who have completed the first year of law study and are in good standing are eligible for the summer program.
For additional information contact Professor Edwin M. Schroeder, Director, Summer Program in Law at Oxford, College
of Law, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306-1601; Telephone: (850) 644-4578; FAX: (850) 644-5216; e-mail:
eschroeder@law.fsu.edu; or visit the home page at: http://www.law.fsu.edu/ libra1y/ oxford/ mainpage. html

SUMMER PROGRAM IN LAW AT BARBADOS

The College of Law established its Barbados summer program at the University of the West Indies Cave Hill campus in
Bridgetown in 1987. Students have the opportunity to study comparative law in a Caribbean setting. Faculty from both Florida
State and the University of the West Indies participate in the program. Students who have completed the first year of law
school and are in good standing are eligible to e nroll. Students may earn approximately one-fourth semester residency credit
and six semester hours of course credit.
For additional information contact Professor Donna Christie, Director, Summer Program in Law at Barbados, Florida State
University College of Law, Tallahassee, Florida 32306-1601; (850) 644-4249; e-mail: dchrisri@law.fsu.edu

SUMMER PROGRAM I N LAW AT PR A GUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

Established in 1998, the Summer Program in Law at P rague holds its classes at the Charles University Faculty of Law. The Law
Faculty is one of the four original departments of Charles University, the oldest and most prestigious university in Central and
Eastern Europe, dating to 1348. Program faculty include professors from the College of Law and Charles University.
Students who have completed the first year of law study and are in good standing are eligible for the summer program.
Students may earn up to six semester hours of course credit and .286 residency credits.
For additional information, contact P rofessor Donna Christie, Director, Summer Program in Law at Prague, Florida State
University College of Law, Tallahassee, Florida 32306-1601; (850) 644-4249; e-mail: dchristi@law.fsu .edu
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HE WROTE THE BOO oNEVIDENCE
o Chuck Ehrhardt, there's not a lot of

difference between teaching Supreme Court Justices and law students. "Whenever I teach evidence,

whether to students or judges, I always start at the beginning. Everyone needs to be reminded of the
basics." • Elected Professor of the Year five times by his students, and author of the definitive

FloruJa Ru!e.J of Evwence, Ehrhardt literally has taught evidence around the world. A popular speaker
before Bar groups, he also has lectured judges in all twelve federal judicial circuits and at the
National Judicial College in Reno, Nevada. He is a frequent participant in the law school's summer
law program at Oxford. • Ask him about his favorite teaching assignment and you'll get a quick
answer: "There's really nothing like teaching students." A member of the College of Law faculty since
1967, Ehrhardt has enjoyed watching his former students grow and prosper in the legal profession.

"Knowing I've played a role in the success of our graduates who have become excellent lawyers and

judges is a deep source of pride for me."

PROFESSOR EHRHARDT'S
.FLORIDA R ULES OF EVIDFNCE IS A
MAINSTAY ON THE BOOKSHELVES OF
LAWYERS AND JUDGES.

CHARLES

EHRHARDT•

PROFESSOR

r

FACULTY

w h iIe

the College of Law's faculty members differ widely in philosophy and areas of expertise, they share

a conunon interest in teaching excellence. They are deeply committed to the task of serving as custodians of the law and
engaging in the important debates that drive our legal system and our society. They are, above all, an active and involved
facu lty.
Many have written the texts that form the basis for legal education in their area. In recent years the faculty have
published important books in ocean and coastal law, insurance contracts, intellectual p roperty, evidence, general and

PAOLO G. ANNINO
Assistant in Law
J.D. , 1983, Florida State;
M.A., 1980, Trinity; B.A. ,
1976, Assumption. Subject:
Children's Advocacy Center.
Professor Annino was former
senior attorney for Central
Florida Legal Services.

limited liability partnerships, civil procedure, microeconomics and the law, and legal practice, as well as countless law
journal atticles on a broad spectrum of topics. Faculty have served as reporters for the Revised Uniform Partnership Act and
as commissioners to the Conference on Uniform State Laws. They argued before the U.S. Supreme Court, served as consultants to the Florida Constitution Revision Commission, and lectured before bar and civic organizations. They have organized
conferences and seminars in fields as varied as domestic violence, retail electric competition, disability rights , and the
protection of archeological resources.
In the classroom, the faculty share the experience of the ir scholarship and service with their students, delivering a
stimulating but rigorous legal education. Above all, it is their objective to provide the best preparation possible to the next
generation of legal practitioners.

ROBERT E. ATKINSON, JR.
Professor
JD., 1982, Yale; B.A., 1979,
Washington and Lee.
Subjects: Land Use
Regulation; Legal Ethics;
Professional Responsibility;
Real Prope1ty; Tax Exempt
Organizations; Judging
Seminar. Professor Atkinson
has written extensively on
legal ethics and nonprofi t
organizations.
MARGARET A. BALDWIN
Associate Professor
JD., 1984, Minnesota; B.A.,
1976, Reed. Subjects: Civil
Rights; Criminal Justice;
Criminal Procedure; Federal
Jurisdiction; Women and the
Law. Professor Baldwin is
recognized nationally for her
work on the relationship
between prostitution and
pornography.

COLLEGE OF LAW FACULTY ARE DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS AND SCHOLARS WHOSE RESEARCH IS ADVANCING
LEGAL KNOWLEDGE IN A VARIETY OF FIELDS OF BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LAW THEIR TALENTS. HOWEVER,
ARE NEVER MORE VALUABLE THAN WHEN THEY TEACH AND ADVISE THEIR STUDENTS.

STEVEN A. BANK
Assistant Professor
JD., 1994, University of
Chicago; B.A., 1991 ,
University of Pennsylvania.
Subjects: Income Tax,
Corporate and Partnership
Taxation and Tax Policy.
Professor Bank has written
on tax policy and the histoty
of tax.

BARBARA A. BANOFF
Professor
JD., 1973, Santa Clara; B.A.,
1966, Radcliffe. Subjects:
Agency and Pattnership;
Corporate Finance;
Corporations; Securities
Regulation. Prior to coming
to FSU, Professor Banoff
was a chaired professor at
the University of Louisville
Law School.

TALBOT "SANDY"
D' ALEMBERTE
President of Florida State
University and Professor
JD. , 1962, Florida; B.A., 1955,
University of the South.
Subjects: Constitutional Law;
First Amendment; Legislation;
Trial Practice. Formerly dean
of the law school from 19841989, President D'Alembe1te
served as president of the
American Bar Association in

BARBARA BUSHARIS
Legal Writing Instrnctor
JD. , 1991, New York; M.A.,
1984, New York; B.A., 1983,
Johns Hopkins. Subject:
Legal writing and research.
Professor Busharis
previously se1ved as an
associate in a commercial
and banking litigation law
firm.

1991-92.

APRIL L. CHERRY
Assistant Professor
].D., 1990, Yale; A.B., 1986,
Vassar. Subjects: Povetty
Law; Propetty; Reproductive
Rights and Reproductive
Technologies. Professor
Cherry clerked for the Chief
Judge of the District of
Columbia Court of Appeals
and was an associate at a
Washington, D.C. law firm.

BETHGAMMIE
Assistant in Ltlw
JD., 1990, Illinois; B.S., 1986,
Illinois. Subject: Externship
programs. Professor Ganunie
served as a senior attorney
with the Florida Department
of Environmental Protection.

DAVID F. DICKSON
Professor
LLB., 1959, Yale; A.B., 1954,
Princeton; M.S. , 1964; Ph.D.,
FRANK J. GARCIA
1966, Florida State. Subjects:
Associate Professor
State Constitutional Law;
JD. , 1989, Michigan; B.A.,
Family Law; Local
Government Law. A member 1985, Reed. Subjects:
of the ColJege of Law since its European Union; International
inception, Professor Dickson
Law; International Business
specializes in family law
Transactions; Trade Law.
matters.
Professor Garcia writes on
international trade policy an d
MARK I. DUEDALL
Legal Writing lnst111ctor
JD., 1994, Emory; B.S., 1991 ,
Florida State. Subject: Legal
Writing. Professor Duedall
was an attorney with a
Wilmington, Delaware, law
firm.
CHARLES W. EHRHARDT

DONNA R. CHRISTIE
Elizabeth C. and Clyde 1.\7.
Atkinson Prq(essor
JD., 1978, Georgia; B.S. ,
1969, Georgia. Subjects:
Ocean and Coastal Law;
International Environmental
Law; Natural Resources;
Property Law. Professor
Christie writes and lectures
extensively in the area of
ocean and coastal law.

RUTH E. STONE EZELL
Assistant in Law
JD., 1976, Florida State; B.S.,
1974, Florida State. Subjects:
Children's Advocacy Center.
Professor Ezell was managing
attorney for the Gadsden
Region of Legal Services of
Alabama.

Mason Ltldd Professor of
Evidence
JD. , 1964, Iowa; B.S., 1962,
Iowa State. Subjects:
Evidence; Trial and Appellate
Practice; Criminal Procedure;
Spolts Law; Tons. Professor
Ehrhardt is the author of
Florida Rules of Evidence,
which is regularly cited by
the appellate courts.

law.
LARRY T. GARVIN
Associate Professor
JD., 1991 , Yale; B.A./ B.S.,
1983, Michigan State; M.S.,
1986, Michigan. Subjects:
Contracts; Sales and Leases;
Secured Transactions; Toxic
Torts Litigation. Professor
Garvin writes on commercial
law.
LAWRENCE C. GEORGE
Professor
LLB., 1959, Yale. Subjects:
Civil Procedure; Conflicts;
Family Law; Insurance;
Jurisprudence; Federal
Jurisdiction. Professor
George's scholarly interests
are in critical legal theory and
social policy.
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STEVEN G. GEY
Joh11 W and Ashley E. Frost
Professor
J D., 1982, Columbia; B.A.,
1978, Eckerd. Subjects:
Church and State, Civil
Rights, Constitutional LawFirst Ame ndment Theo1y;
Constitutional Law: Habeas
Corpus in Capital Case ;
Injunctions; Jurisprudence.
Professor Gey has written
e>,,'tensively on constitutional
law questions.
ELWIN J. GRIFFITH
Prqfessor
JD. , 1963. Brooklyn; LL.M.,
196-1, New York; B.A. , 1960,
Long Island. Subjects:
Commercial Pape r;
Contracts; Immigration Law:
Law and Psychiauy;
Consumer Law. Forme rly
the Dean at DePaul
University, Coll ege of Law,
Professor Griffith has writte n
extensively on consumer
law and immigration
matters.
JEFFREY HACKNEY
Fellow, Wadham College.
University of O:>..ford
Adjunct Professo1; Florida
State Summer Program in
Law at O:eford
B.C.L.; B.A. (Law), Oxford.
Subject: English Legal
Histo1y.
SALLY HADDEN
Assistant Professor
(Courtesy)
JD., 1989, Harvard; B.A.
1984, North Carolina; M.A.,
Harvard; Ph.D. 1993,
Harvard. Subject: Legal
History.
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ADAM J. HIRSCH
Professor
J.D., 1982. Yale; A.B. , 1976,
Vassar; M.A. , 1979; M.Phil.,
1982; Ph.D. , 1987, Yale.
Subjects: Bankruptcy Policy;
Creditors' and De btors·
Rights: Estate Planning;
Gratuitous Transfers; Legal
Histo1y. Professor Hirsch
writes extensively on legal
history, bankruptcy, and
inheritance law.
JOSEPH W. JACOBS
Professor
LLB., 1969, Yale; B.S.E.E. ,
1%6, Le high. Subjects:
Banking; Corporate Finance;
Fede ral Income Taxation;
Insurance. Professor Jacobs
specializes in insurance law.
LAWRENCE S. KRIEGER
Director of the Clinical
R"<ternship Program
JD. , 1978, Florida; A.B. ,
1967, Princeton. Subjects:
Clinical Externship; Criminal
Practice. Professor Krieger
directs the College's
externship program.
MARY LAFRANCE
Associate Professor
JD. , 1986, Duke; A.B., 1981,
Bryn Mawr; M.A .. 1986,
Duke. Subjects: lntellecn1al
Prope1ty; International Tax;
Federal Income Tax; Film
Law and Finance. Professor
Lafrance has a scholarly
interest in the fina ncial
aspects of the motion picture
industry.

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

JOHN W. LARSON
Associate Professor
JD. , 1964, Iowa; A.B.,
1958. Michigan. Subjects:
Corporate Finance,
Business Associations;
Credito rs· Rights: Financial
Concepts. Professor Larson
served as Assistant
Reporter for the Uniform
Partnership Act.
SYLVIA LAZOS
Assistant Prqfessor
JD., 1986. Michigan; M.A.,
1979, t. Ma1y's. Subjects:
Comparative Law; Business
Associations: Land Use;
Real E tate Transactions,
Comparative Law; Diversity
a nd the Law. Professor
Lazos was a partner with a
promine nt Pueno Rico law
finn before joining the
faculty.
PAUL LEBEL
Professor
JD ., 1977, Univ. of Flo rida;
B.A., l971, George
Washington. ubjects: ToitS
and Products Liability.
Professor LeBe l has written
extensively on tort law,
jurisprudence,
administrative law, legal
education and law and
literature.
HEATHER FISHER LINDSAY
Legal Writing Instructor
J.D., 1995, Florida State ;
B.A. , 1992, Alabama.
Subject: Legal Writing.
Professor Lindsay ha
served as a law clerk for
two Tallahassee law firms.

CLAIRE H. MATTURRO
Legal Writing Instructor
JD. , 1982, Univ. of
Alabama; M.A. , 1978; l3.A..
1977, Univ. of Alabama.
Subject: Legal Writing and
Re earch. Professor
MattulTO has taught
fundamentals of legal
research, drafting
me moranda. appellate
briefs and oral advocacy.
ANN C. MCGINLEY
Director ofSkills Training
and Associate Prqfessor
JD., 1982, Pennsylvania;
B.A.. 1973, Rosemont
College; M.A. , 1974.
Delaware. Subjects: Civil
Procedure; Employment
Di crimination; Labor and
Employment Helations
Law. Professor McGinley
coordinates the kills
training elements of the
curriculum.
WILLIAM F. MCHUGH
Professor
JO., 1959, Albany; B.A. ,
1956, Colgate. Subjects:
Arbitration; Contracts:
Employment Law Survey.
Professor McHugh is a
frequent speake r on
employment related
matte rs.
PETER N. MIRFIELD
Fellow, Jesus College,
University of Oxfo rd
Adjunct Professor, Fl01·ida
State Summer Program in
Law at Oxford
B.C.L.; B.A. (Law), Oxford.
Subject: Comparative
Criminal Procedure.

JOSHUA M. MORSE Ill
Serv ice Professor

J D., 1948, Mississippi.
Subjects: Admiralty; Oil and
Gas; Tons. Formerly Dean,
Professor Morse was also
Dean ar the Universiry of
Mississippi Law School.
JARRET C. OELTJEN
Professor

JD .. 1968; B.A.. 1965,
1
ebraska . Subjects:
Commercial La,N; Consumer
Law; Contracts; Credirors·
Rights; Tax Law. Professor
Oeltje n writes extensi,·ely o n
matters relating to the
Uniform Commercial Code.
DAVID F. POWELL
Associate Professor
JD .. 1972, Texas; LL. M. ,
1973, ew York; B.B.A.,
1969, Southe rn Methodist.
Subjects: Corporate Taxarion;
Estate Planning; Prope1ty;
Trusts and Esrares: Estate and
Gift Tax. Professor Powell is
a frequ e nt lecturer on estate
planning.
JAMES E. ROSSI
Associate Dean, Assistant
Professor and Patricia A .
Dore Pnfessor of Florida
Ad111i11istrative u,w
].D., 1991, Iowa; LL.M .. 1994,
Yale: B. .. 1988. Arizona
State. Subjects: Energy Law:
Antitrust: Toits; Florida
Administrative Procedure.
Professor Rossi writes on
admini trati,·e law and
energy regulation.
SUZANNE E. ROWE
Legal Writing lnstuctor
JD., 1989, Columbia; B.A. ,
1983, orth Carolina. Subject:
Legal Writing. Professor
Rowe was an associate ,;vith
a Washington, D.C. lmv fim1.

EDWIN M. SCHROEDER
Director qf Libraries a11d
Professor
JD., 1964, Tulane: Ph.B.,
1959, Gregorian; M.S .. 1970.
Florida State. ubjects:
Accounting. Professor
Schroede r is nationally
recognized for his work as
a law librarian.
MARK SEIDENFELD
Professor

JD .. 1983, Stanford; B.A.,
1975, Reed ; M.A. , 1979,
Bra ndeis. Subjects:
Administrative Law;
Environmental Law;
Constitutional Law; Law
and Economics; Media Law:
Economic Regulation of
Busines . Profe sor
Seidenfeld is a leading
scholar in the area of
federal administrative law.

JEFFREY W. STEMPEL
Fonvielle and Hinkle
Projessor of Litigation
J D., 1981, Yale; 8.A., 1977,
Minnesota. Subjects: Civil
Procedure; Insurance Law;
Professional Responsibility;
Prerrial Litigation . Prior to
coming to FSU, Professor
Srempei was on the
Brooklyn Law School faculty.

J. KENNETH VINSON
Prq/essor
LLB., 1959, Texas: LL.M. ,
1%4, Yale. Subjects:
Constitutional Law; Law and
Public Opinion; Legal
Process; Legislation; Tons;
Workers' Compensation.
Professo r Vinson specializes
in matters relating to
compensation systems for
civil wrongs.

NAT S. STERN

Associate Dean and Professor
JD ., 1979, Harvard; A.B. ,
1976, Brow n. Subjects:
American Legal History;
Constitutional Law; Supre me
Coult Seminar. Professor
Stern has written extens ively
on questions of federal
constitutional law.

LOIS J. SHEPHERD
Associate Professor
JD. , 1987, Yale; B.A. , 1984,
North Carolina. Subjects:
Contracr ; Health Law and
Policy; !3ioethics and Law.
Professor Shepherd w rites
and lectures on healrh care
law matte rs.

JEAN R. STERNLIGHT
Associate Professor
JD. , 1983, Ha1vard; B.A. ,
1979, Swaithmore. Subjects:
Civil Procedure; AIDS and
the Law; Family Law; Pretrial
Litigation; Alternative
Dispute Resolution. Professor
Sternlight is also the
Academic Director of the
Florida Dispute Re olution
Center.

HAROLD P. SOUTHERLAND
Associate Projessor

JOHN W. VAN DOREN
Projessor

JD. , 1966, Wisconsin; S .S.,
1956, U.S. Militaiy
Academy. Subjects: Conflict
of Laws; Law and Social
Science; Writing Skills; Law
and Lirerature . Professor
Southerland has writre n on
the subject of conflict of
laws.

LLB., 1959, Yale; A.B., 1956,
Harvard. Comparative Law;
Jurisprudence; Prope1ty; Real
Estate Transactions. Professor
VanDoren has written
extensively on jurisprudential
concerns.

DONALD J. WEIDNER
Dean and Professor
JD. , 1969, Texas; B.S., 1966,
Fordham. Subjects: Agency
and Pannership; Legal
Profession; Partnership
Taxation: Rea l Estate Finance;
Propelt)'. Dean Weidner is
the reponer for the Uniform
Panners hip Act.
RUTH A. WITHERSPOON
Associate Dean
JD .. 1980, Cincinnati; LL.M.,
1982, Wisconsin; B.A. , 1977,
Hamilto n-Kirkland. Dean
Witherspoon oversees
student affairs .
JOHN F. YETTER
Robetts Professor of Criminal
Law
JD. , 1967, Duquesne; LL.M.,
1968, Yale; B.A., 1963: B.S.,
1963, Lehigh. Subjects:
Crimina l Law; Criminal
Procedure; Evidence; Spons
Law: Antitrust. Professor
Yetter specializes in criminal
law matters and is a freque nt
lecture r on that subject.

Holders of the chair have included the late Richard B. Lillich, Jordan Paust of the University of Houston Law Center and

EMINENT SCHOLAR CHAIRS

Distinguished visitors to the College of Law faculty offer fres h views and a wealth of experience to students and faculty alike.

Gabriel Wilner, Thomas M. Kirbo Professor of Law at the University of Georgia .

In recent years the College has enjoyed playing host to a number of the nation's top legal experts.

II

THE TOBI AS SIMON EMINENT SCHOLAR CH A IR

••l llHll 111

1111ft

I

in Public Law

was created in 1987 with an endowment by the late Ucola Collie r
Karzentine, one of Simon's long-time frie nds and clients. Simon was a
tireless civil rights attorney, a crusader for prison reform, and a respected appellate authority who served as a visiting professor at the
College from 1974 until 1976. The Chair enables the College to bring
distinguished civil libertarians to campus for the benefit of students,
facu lty, and the community.
Since the Chair's establishment, Simon Chair vis itors have included
Randall Kennedy, Harvard Law School; Derrick Bell, Harvard Law School;
Jack Boger, University of No1t h Carolina Law School: Steve Bright, South-

DIST INGulSHED GUESTS. sucH AS

ern Center for Buman Rights; Janell Byrd, NAACP Legal Defense and

US. <;UPREMI" COURT JL,STICE

Educational Fund; Norman Dorsen, New York University Law School;

OHN PAUL <; TEVENS ARE

Martha Field, Harvard Law School; Kent Greenawalt, Columbia Law

LE( TUR ER<; AI\/D ADJUNCT
FA( JLTY fNRIC HIN(. LAW

School; Jack Greenberg, Columbia Law School; Marjorie Heins. Ameri-

sTU DENT<;

can Civil Liberties Union; George Kendall, NAACP. Legal Defense Fund ;

PROVIDING A WINDOW TO fHE

Barry Lynn, Americans United for Separation of Chu rch and State;

BAR AND BENCH

EDLICATION AND

Deborah Rhode, Stanford University Law School; Elizabeth Schneider,
Brooklyn Law School; Mike Tigar, Universiry of Texas Law School.

THE RICHARD ERVIN EMINENT SCHOLAR CH A IR

in March 1998, and will benefit both the State of Florida and the College

THE EDWARD BALL EMINENT SCHOLAR

T111· :'\:F\\
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c HA I R in International Law was established
in 1986 to help provide practical legal solutions to world problems. Ed Ball, the late Jacksonville businessman, appreciated Florida's

was established

of Law. The scholar appointed to fill the chair, an eminent appellate

Ser IOL
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practitioner, will se1ve as Visiting Professor of Law as well as the Solicitor General of Florida. Income from the endowment will also fund
research fe llowships for students who will work with the Solicitor Gen-

unique position in the transnational commu-

eral as well as supporting additional programs in the College that relate

nity and believed that specialists in international law should be trained in the state.

to the public law agenda of th is prominent official position. Students

Since 1986 the Chair has sponsored guest lectures, symposia, publications, and other activities designed to promote

will have o pportunities to assist with preparation of briefs, other legal

scholarship in international law. Recent speakers have included Charles Brower, president of the American Society of

documents, and oral arguments. The work performed by this e minent

International Law and judge on the U.S./Ira n Claims Tribunal at The Hague and Jim Bacchus, a member of the World Trade

scholar advocate will expose faculty and students alike to cutting-edge

O rganization Appellate Body. The Chair provides fu nds to sup port the Journal of Transnational Law and Policy, produced

appellate litigation in which the state is a party.

by second- and third-year students at the College of Law.
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OPENING DOORS T ___ EGALPRACTICE
or many College of Law alumni, there are

few tasks more satisfying than introducing current FS U law students and recent graduates to legal

practice. •

Kent Wetherell of the Tallahassee fir m of Hopping Green Sams & Smith, P.A., a 1995

graduate, had the opportunity to show Ginny Dailey the ropes at his firm at the end of her first year,

a nd again in the spring of her second. The firm specializes in governmental affairs, and Dailey's interest

in governmental law and law review writing skills made her a good match to clerk at Hopping Green.

•

"Clerking," says Wetherell, "fills t he gap in a legal education between law school and the practice of

law. And as a practicing lawyer I like to go back to FSU and to be able to help give students this kind

of experience. It's meaningful to me as well as to them.'' •

In fact, Dailey's ex perience included some

u nusual assignments. In addition to assisting with briefs and clerking tasks, she was asked to take the
lead in monitoring the activities of the Florida
DAILEY'S JOB AS A CLERK W AS
TO MONITOR CONSTlTU TIONAL

Constitution Review Commission for the firm.

REVIEW COMMISSION
ACTIVITIES FOR THE FIRM.

"She monitored every proposal so that we were

able to keep ourselves and clients apprised of the most up-to-date status. It was an important role and

she did a great job in keeping us up to speed," Wetherell says.

•

Dailey and Wetherell agree that FSU's

location in the heart of state government creates many good internship and practical opportunities for

students at the law school. "How many other places," Wetherell asks,"can a student stand in the law school
KENT

WETHERELL

WITH

VIRCINIA

•

ATTORNEY

DAILEY

•

LAW

STUDENT

and see the Capitol and Supreme Court and then run across the street to watch the court in session?"

STUDENT ACTIV I TIES

Se I ected

from an applicant pool of more than 1,800, we expect our entering class of approxi-

mately 200 students to be as diverse as the law they come to study.

Tbe.fournal of Land Use a nd Environmental Law, founded in 1983, was the state's first student publication in environmental and land use law. The Journal, which publishes articles by policy makers and members of the legal and academic

Students at the College of Law participate actively in a variety of scholarly extracurricular activities as well as student

communities as well as outstanding student articles, has been cited by the United States Supreme Court, and numerous

service organizations. The Law Review, .foumal q/ fand Use and Environmental Law. Journal of Transnational law and

articles have appeared on the recommended reading lists of va rious state and national environmental reporters and newslet-

Policy, and the Moot Court and Mock Trial teams are student-run co-curricular programs that provide significant opportunities

ters. Each year the Journal sponsors two distinguished lecturers to highlight developments in state, national , and interna-

for students to enhance their research, legal writing and advocacy skills.

tional environmental law.

The Florida State University Law Review publishes fou r issues a year. Three issues are traditional scholarly journals with

Tbe.fournal of Transnational Law and Policy, first p ublished in 1992, enables students to write, edit, and research on a

articles covering the legal spectrum . The founh issue, the annual Review of Florida Leg islation, is dedicated to topics of

broad range of international law topics, including human rights, comparative law, trade and economics, foreign investme nt

interest to the Florida Legislature . Written by legislators, practitioners, legislative staff and students, the articles in this special

Jaw, public and private international law, and U.S. fore ign policy. The Jou rnal is supported by the Edward Ball Eminent

issue analyze recent changes in Florida statutes, document the legislative intent for new laws to assist courts that subsequently

Scholar Chair in International Law and co-sponsors speakers in international law.

will interpret them and assess the need for revision in certain areas of the law. The legislative edition, one of the few of its
kind in the country, is always eagerly anticipated.

The College of Law's Moot Court and Mock Trial programs are among the most successful in the nation. They promote
excellence in written and oral advocacy through students· participation in regional and national advocacy competitions.
Moot Court and Mock Trial are credited activities in which team members strive to achieve excellence in advocacy skills by
participating in several competitions during their tenure. In recent yea rs, FSU's teams have taken top honors at numerous
national, regional and state championships.

LAW SCHOOL ORGANIZATIONS

Stude nts at the College of Law actively participate in a number of student and service organizations. These organizations
address particular interests through a variety of forums, including debate competitions and sponsorship of lectures by
d istinguished speakers. The following stude nt organizations have been active at the College of Law in recent years.

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION (ACLU)
BLACK LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (BLSA)
BREHONS , THE ASSOCIATION OF !RISH - AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS
BUSINESS INTEREST SOCIETY (B I S)
CHRISTIAN LEGAL SOCIETY (CLS)
DISPUTE RESOLUTION SOCIETY (DRS)
ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS AND SPORTS LAW SOC I ETY (EASL)
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY (ELS)
FEDERALIST SOCIETY
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW SOCIETY
INTERNATIONAL LAW SOCIETY
JEWISH LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (JLSA)
LAW PARTNERS
LAW AND TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD (NLG)
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PUBLIC INTEREST LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION (PILSA)
SPANISH - AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIAT ION (SALSA)
STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION (SBA)

SUPR l:\·\E COL; ln.
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RECENT MOOT COURT/MOCK TRIAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
TULANE SPORTS LAW

NATIONAL MOOT

STETSON

MOOT COURT

COURT COMPETITION,

INTERNATIONAL

COMPETITION, First Place,

Young Lawyers Division,

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Alma College

Best Oralist, Second Best

Association of the Bar of

MOOT COURT

American University

Brief

New York City,

COMPETITION, Third

Arizona State University

Place, Second

Auburn University

Georgia Southern College

University of Alabama

Augusta College

Glassboro State

University of Arizona

Barry University

Hollins College

University of Arkansas -

Behrend College

Humboldt College

Bethune Cookman

Indiana University -

Third Place

Best Oralist.

CHESTER BEDELL
MEMORIAL MOCK TRIAL

JUVENILE LAW
WHITTIER JUVENILE LAW

AlabamaA&M
University

COMPETITION, First Place,

NATIONAL MOOT

Second Place, Best

COURT COMPETITION,

NATIONAL MOOT

First Place, Second Place,

COURT COMPETITION,

Boston University

Second Best Brief

Finalists, Best Brief

Bowling Green State

ORSECK MOOT COURT

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL

Brigham Young

COMPETITION, First Place,

NATIONAL

MOCK TRIAL

Best Oralist

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

LAW MOOT COURT

Advocate
FLORIDA BAR ROBERT

SOUTHEASTERN
INVITATIONAL MOCK
TRIAL COMPETITION, First

Boston College

University

Place, Best Brief, Best
Oralist

Geneva College
George Washington
University
Georgia Institute
of Technology

Bloomington
Jacksonville State
University

Stetson University
SUNY - Binghamton
Troy State
Tulane University
US Air Force Academy

Little Rock
University of California Davis
University of Central
Florida

Johns Hopkins University

University of Chicago

University of Southern
Mississippi
University of Southern
California

Kansas State University

University of Cincinnati

University of Sussex

University

Lafayette College

University of Colorado -

University of Tampa

COMPETITION,

Brown University

Lehigh University

Semi-Finalists

Butler University

McGill University

University of Dubuque

University of Virginia

California State - Fresno

Mercer University

University of Florida

University of Washington

California State -

Miami University - Oxford

University of Georgia -

University of West Florida

COMPETITION, Second
ASSOCIATION OF TRIAL
LAWYERS OF AMERICA
SOUTHEASTERN

Place
JOHN J. GIBBONS

REGIONAL MOCK TRIAL

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN

NATIONAL

COMPETITION, Semi-

UNIVERSITY ROUND

CONSTITUTIONAL

Finalists

Northridge
Catholic University
of America

Mississippi State
University
Mobile College

Boulder

Athens
University of Illinois Urbana

University of Utah

University of Wisconsin Madison
Virginia Poly. Tech. Inst.

Clemson University

Morehouse College

University of Kansas

College of William

New York University

University of Kentucky

Vassar College

New College

University of Latvia

Webber College

&Mary

Valdosta State University

ROBIN MOOT COURT

CRIMINAL LAW MOOT

Columbia College

Newcomb College

University of Maryland

West Virginia University

COMPETITION, Second

COURT COMPETITION,

Columbia University

North Carolina Central

University of Miami

Widener University

Place, Best Oralist

Quarter-Finalists, Second

Connecticut College

University of Michigan -

Williams College

Best Brief

Cornell University

North Central College

Dartmouth College

Nova Southeastern

ACADEMY OF FLORIDA

University

JEROME PRINCE

Davidson College

TRIAL COMPETITION,

EVIDENCE MOOT

Duke University

Oglethorpe University

Second Place

COURT COMPETITION,

Eastern Kentucky

Oral Roberts University

TRIAL LAWYERS MOCK

Third Place
JOHN MARSHALL

University

University

Ann Arbor
Regents
University of North Carolina Charlotte

Presbyterian College

University of North Carolina -

Eckerd College

Ramapo College

Elizabethtown College

Rhodes College

Chapel Hill
University of North Florida

Emory University

Rice University

University of Notre Dame

Florida A & M University

NATIONAL MOOT COURT

INTERNATIONAL

INSTITUTE OF SPACE

Rollins College

University of Pennsylvania

Finalists

LAW MOOT COURT

Florida Atlantic

Rutgers University

University of Puget Sound

COMPETITION, Third

University
Florida International

Samford University

University of Rochester

St. Cloud State

University of South

Third Place Oralists

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERS IT Y

University

Seoul National University

Florida State University

Southwest Texas State

Furman University

Spelman College

Yale University

University of New York -

COMPETITION, Semi-

Place, Third Best Brief,
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UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED BY
THE FSU COLLEGE OF LAW STUDENT BODY

Carolina - Spartanburg
University of South Florida
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NTHE LA-Winters are long and cold in

Detroit, where Nikki Clark comes from. Whe n it ca me time to choose a law school, Clark was not
only looking for a good academic program b ut for a t emper ate climate as well. Of her choice of
F lorida State, she says, "I decided that the year-round sunshine was going to be my consolation for
the hard work of law school." • Clark knew when she was I 4 that she wanted to be a lawyer. When
a family friend invited her to court to watch him in action, she was inspired. "I thought he was so
wise. I had no idea what he was talking about, but watching him, I knew he was making a

difference ." Coming of age in the late 1960s
"WHEN

a nd early 1970s, Clark observed that almost

l LEFT LAW SCHOOL I FELT

PREPARED AND CONFIDENT THAT l
WAS GOING TO MAKE IT IN THE

every significant social change was the result

LEGAL WORLD."

of lawsuits and court intervention. • As a
law student, Clark took several externships, including one with the Attorney General's office and
another with the Public Defender in Miami. "I worked with important cases and brilliant lawyers.
W hen I left law school I felt prepared and confident that I was going to make it in the legal world." •
Clark may have come to TalJahassee for the sunshine, but she's stayed for the people and quality of
life. "The pace is just right here. It's a great place to raise a family," she says. • Appointed to the 2nd
NIKKI

CLARK•

JUDGE,

CLASS

OF

1977

J udicial Circuit bench in 1993 by Governor Lawton Chiles, Clark looks forward every day to the new
challenges of her job. "I feel I can put my imprimatur on what happens in the justice system."

COSTS AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Ra led

a "good value" by U.S. News and World Report, costs at the un iversity are reasonable. Tuition and

fees are established by the Boa rd of Regents and the Florida Legislature and are subject to change at any time. Tu ition is

COLLEGE OF LAW
ADMINISTERED
SCHOLARSHIPS AND

based on the number of credit hours taken and is paid at the time of registration. Tuition for the 1998-99 academic year is

GRANTS

$155.03 per credit hour for Florida residents. Nonresidents will pay $512.88 per credit hour.

annually to a second- or
third-year student on the
basis of academic merit,
financial need and se1vice
to the College of Law.

ALUMNI ENDOWED

In-state residency may be established subject to meeting the requirements fo r residency for tuition purposes set by the
Florida Legislature and Board of Regents. Former nonresident students who believe they meet those requirements should
contact the University Registrar to determine eligibility.
STUDENT EDUCATIONAL BUDGETS
A student's educational budget reflects the expenses associated with the cost of attendance and includes tuition and fees,
room and board, books and supplies, transportation and miscellaneous personal expenses.

SCHOLARSHIP

Established by an
anonymous alumnus, this
scholarship is awarded
annually to a student who
has performed outstanding
se1vice to the College of Law.

the University's Office of Financial Aid and through the College of Law's Committee on Scholarsh ips and Awards. While
the most common form of financial aid for law students is
some type of student loan, awards may also include scholar-

The College of Law Alu mni
Association dedicates a
portion of its annual
campaign to the College for
scholarships to students with
high academic credentials
and fi nancial need.

ships, grants, and part-time employment.
AUSLEY LAW REVIEW

The Federal Free Form is required for all need-based
awards, including federa l Joan programs. Applicants are advised ro begin the appl ication p rocess as early as possible.
The Financial Aid Handhook explains the financial aid process and the requirements for applying for aid. The Handbook may be obtained by writi ng to the Office of Financial
Aid, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306-2430. Students who have q uestions about fina ncial aid should

SCHOLARSHIP

DuBose Ausley established a
fund to p rovide stipends to
second-year students while
they complete their writing
requirement for the Law
Review. As many as six
stipends are awarded each
yea r and the recipients are
designated Ausley Scholars.

contact the Law School Specialist in the Financial Aid Office, (850) 644-5716.
RALPH R. BAILEY

Information on financial aid sources and fi nancial planning is also offered by the Student Aid Resou rce (STAR) Center.
Their computer-assisted programs, videotapes, and various guides and work sheets can facil itate estimating financial eligibility, identifying potential sources of financial assistance, and preparing applications for fi nancial aid. Help with budgeting and
debt management is also available. Call the STAR Center at (850) 644-4840.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS

SCHOLARSHIP

The estate of Ralph R. Bailey
established this fund to
award scholarships ro
students who are U.S.
citizens maintaining their
permanent residence in
Broward County, Florida.

The College of Law offers a program of scholarship assistance made available through the generous support of alumni and
friends. Most aid is awarded to students on the basis of merit and financial need. All entering students are automatically
considered for scholarships administered by the College of Law. Second- and third- year students must reapply. Each year
the College awards scholarships to at least 10 percent of the students in the entering class. The follow ing scholarships and
grants are available to students in the Florida State University College of Law.
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S CHOLARSHIP

This scholarship was
established in memo1y of
Nathan Bedell, a Jacksonville attorney, and is
awarded to a deserving
fe male law student

ALUMNI RECRUITMENT
SCHOLARSHIP

Financial assistance is available fo r law students through

NATHAN BEDELL

SANDRA BARR
MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

Established in memory of
Sandra Barr, a 1979 College
of Law graduate, this
scholarship is awarded

BLANK - MILLER
SCHOLARSH I P

This scholarship was
established by Phil Blank. a
Tallahassee attorney and
1975 College of Law
alumnus, in honor of his
father and father-in-law and
is presented to a student
with high academic credentials and a financial need.

DAVID WARREN DENNEY
MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

This memorial scholarship,
establis hed by the family
and frie nds of Davie! Warren
Denney, a tri-athlete and a
1981 College of Law
graduate, is awarded to a
second- or third-year
student from the Twelfth
Judicial Circuit (Sarasota,
Manatee and DeSoto
counties) who demonstrates
a love for run ning and the
outdoors as well as a
financial need.
DENISE DIAZ MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

Established in memory of
forme r College of Law
student Denise Diaz, this
scholarship is awarded to an
entering fi rst-year, fema le
Hispanic law student with a
dedication to public se1vice.

are made to students with
outstanding academic
credentials and fina ncial
need.
THE FLOR I DA BAR
FOUNDATION PUBLIC
SERVICE FELLOWSHIPS

Approximately seven
fellowships are awarded
each year to students
interested in public service
careers. Awards are
approximately $3,000 per
yea r. The Public Se1vice
Fellowship Program is
intended to expose Jaw
students to the wide range
of opportunities and
benefits of pu blic service
work in th e law. The
program has both academic
and practical (i.e., direct
involvement in public
service work) requi rements.
THE FLORIDA BAR
GOVERNMENT LAWYERS

DAN BRADLEY
MEMORIAL

THE F LORIDA BAR CITY ,

SCHOLARSHIP

COUNTY AND LOCAL

SERVICE SCHOLARSHIP

This scholarship, sponsored
by the Florida Lawyers'
Legal Insurance Corporation
in memory of Florida
attorney Dan Bradley, is
based upon academic merit
and financ ial need. The
award is not limited to
entering students and may
be awarded ro second- o r
third-year students as well.

GOVERNMENT LAW

This scholarship was
established by the Florida
Bar Government Lawyers
Section to provide financial
assistance to law sn1dents
committed to public service.

S ECTION LAW STUDENT
AWARD

This scholarship is awarded
to a second- or third-year
law student who has
demonstrated, by academic
performance, an interest in
the field of city, county and
loca l government law.

SECTION PUBLIC

THE FLORIDA BAR
LABOR EMPLOYMENT
LAW SECTION
SCHOLARSHIP

THE FLORIDA BAR
RICHARD M. DAVIS

FOUNDATION LAW

SCHOLARSHIP

STUDENTS

This scholarship,
established in memo1y of
1978 College of Law
graduate Richard M. Davis,
is awarded to an
outstanding student with
financial need who is
designated the Richard M.
Davis Scholar.

This scholarship was
established by the Florida
Bar Foundation in 1991 to
promote diversity among
students enrolled in
Florida's Law schools. IOTA
funds are used to support
this scholarsh ip and awards

SCHOLARSHIP

This scholarship was
established by the Florida
Bar Labor Employment Law
Section to provide financial
assistance to law students
who have performed well
in the employment and
labor law courses.

COLLEGE OF LAW
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THE FLO R IDA BAR TAX
SECTION SCHOLARSHI P

This scholarship was
established by the Florida Bar
Tax Section to provide
financial assistance to law
students committed to the
pursu it of a career in tax law.
FLORIDA CHAP T ER ,
AMER I CAN ACADEM Y OF
MATRIMONIAL LAW Y ERS
FAMILY LAW
SCHOLARSHIP

This scholarship is awarded
to a second- or third-year
student with a strong
interest in pursuing a career
in family law who has
demonstrated academic
excellence. The recipient
shall be required to rake the
course in Family Law during
the academic year of the
award. The recipient shall
make a commitment to take
one additional family law·related course before
graduation .
JOHN W . FROST
SCHOLARSHI P

This scholarship award is
funded through the
generosity of John W. Frost
II, an alumnus and member
of the College of Law
charter class. The
scholarship is awarded to an
entering first-year student
with high academic
credentials who is
designated the John W. Frost
scholar, and is continued
each year, provided the
student demonstrates
satisfacto1y performance.
VIRG I L HAWKINS
FELLOWSHIPS

The 1982 Florida Legislature
established these fellmvsbips
to support the enrollment
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and successful matriculation
of African American
students. The program
currently provides selected
students with an award
each year wh ile enrolled
full-time at the College of
Law. Nominations for the
fellowships are made by
the College of Law.
Recipients are required to
have attended the College
of Law·s Summer
Orientation Program.
WAYNE AND PATRICIA
HOGAN END O WED
S CHOLARSHIP FUND

A contribution was made
by Wayne Hogan. a 1972
College of Law graduate,
and his wife, Patricia, to
provide scho larships to
outstanding students with
fi nancial need .

GU Y TE P. MCCORD

W . PAUL & ERIN C .

MEMORIAL

SHELLEY SCHOLARSHIP

SCHOLARSHIP

\XI. Paul Shelley, J r. , a

This scholarship fund was
established in honor of a
former Tallahassee judge
and lawyer and provides an
award on the basis of
academic merit. and
fina ncial need.

practicing attorney, and his
wife, Erin C. Shelley,
established this scholarship
fund because they believe
that a legal education is best
pursued when a student can
devote time to the study of
law and not be handicapped
by the lack of fi nancial
support. A scholarship is
awarded annually to a
student who has established
outstanding academic
credentials and a financ ial
need.

DAVID GUY MCGUNEGLE
MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

This memorial scholarship,
established by the family
and friends of College of
Law graduate David Guy
McGuneglc, is awarded to
an academically deserving
second- or third-year
student who has performed
we ll in the Professional
Responsibility course.
BEVERL Y S. MCLEAR

CLAUDIA RICKERT AND

SCHOLARSHIP

A . WOODSON ISOM ,

Mr. and Mrs. Will iam Z.
McLear established this
scholarship fund in memory
of their granddaughter,
Beverly Stout Mclear, a
1984 graduate of the
College of Law. The
scholarship is a\varded to a
second-year female law
student who has exhibited
an interest in, and aptitude
for, the praoice of
environmental law in the
public interest.

JR ., S C HOLARSHIP

This scholarship was
established by the
Honorable Claudia Rickett
Isom and A. \XToodson Isom,
Jr. , College of Law alumni in
the class of 1975, and is
awarded to married students
with financial need.
KATZENTINE - S I MON
SCHOLARSH I P

Mrs. Ucola Katzenrine
established this $1 million
scholarship fund in memory
of her lawyer, the late
Tobias Simon. These
scholarships are awarded to
entering first-year students
with high academic
credentials and are
continued each year,
provided the student
maintains a required
average.
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AMELIA WHITE ROWELL
MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

This scholarship was
established in memory of
Amelia White Rowell, an
alumna of the class of 1991 ,
and is provided to support
a woman returning to
school.

JO STANDLEY MEMORIAL

alumnus Eugene Tubbs,
M.D., must have a strong
history of service to the law
school or the community.
BRUCE A. WRAGG
MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

This scholarship was
established by the family of
Bruce Wragg, a College of
Law alumnus of the class of
1992, and is awarded to
students with financial
need.

JAMES HAROLD
THOMPSON
SCHOLARSHIP

This scholarship , initiated by
former Speaker of the
Florida House of
Representatives James
Harold Thompson, an
alumnus and member of the
charter class of the College
of Law, is awarded each
year to a first-year student
with financial need.
EUGENE TUBBS
MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

Recipients of this annual
award, established in
merno1y of former state
representative and 1977

SCHOLARSHIPS
ADMINISTERED
OUTSIDE THE
COLLEGE

AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF

UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY WOMEN

ADMINISTERED

(AAUW)

SCHOLARSHIPS AND

These awards are made to
women with high academic
records, p rofessional
promise, and financial need.
Awards range from $3,500
to $8,000. Write to: AAUW
Educational Foundation
Programs Office, 2401
Virginia Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20037.

GRANTS

SCHOLARSHIP

This annual award was
established in memo1y of Jo
Standley, a former College of
Law employee, and is
awarded to a law student
who is employed by the
College of Law and who
demonstrates academic
achievement and financial
need.

Applications may be
obtained from the Office of
Graduate Studies and
Research or from the
Admissions Office of the
College of Law. The
application deadline is
January 15.

DELORES AUZENNE
G RANT - IN - AID
PROGRAM

Each year the Board of
Regents selects 15 AfricanAmerica n students from the
University-wide student
body to receive $5,000
grants. Ap plications are
ava ilable from the Star
Center in the Financial Aid
Office, University Center,
Florida State University,
Tallahassee, FL 32306.
UNIVERSITY
FELLOWSHIPS

The Florida State University
offers a number of
graduate fellowships each
year based on high
academic achievement.
Fellowships are renewable
and provide a stipend of
$10,000, p lus registration
fees. Fellows must be
enrolled for at least 12
credit hours per term
during the period of the
fellowship. Fellows are
required to attend classes
during the summer.

AMERICAN INDIAN
SCHOLAR S HIP S (AIS)

These awards are made to
American Indians and
Alaska Natives who are
members of federally
recognized tribes. Write to:
AlS, Inc., 5106 Grand
Avenue, N.E., Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87108.
JAMES F. BAILEY , JR ./
YOUNG LAWYERS
SECTION SCHOLARSHIP

based on academic
performance and need.
THE FLORIDA BAR
AWARDS

The Young Lawyers Section
of the Florida Bar presents
cash awards of several
hundred dollars annually to
outstanding upper-class
students making substantial
scholarsh ip and se,vice
contributions. The Florida
Bar Real Prope1ty Probate
and Trust Law Section
offers a cash grant each
spring to an outstanding
upper-class student. Write
to: The Florida Bar,
Apalachee Parkway,
Tallahassee, Florida 32301.
FLORIDA MIN O RIT Y
PARTICIPATION IN
LEGAL EDUCATION
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

Administered by the Florida
Education Fund (FEF), the
Minority Participation in
Legal Ed ucation (MPLE)
scholarships provide tuition
up to $4,000 per year at
public law schools (up to
$8,000 per year at private
law schools), plus an
annua l stipend of approximately $11,000 for students
pursuing JD. degrees at
selected law schools in the
state. Contact the FEF
Office at (305) 364-31 11 or
the College of Law Admissions Office (850) 644-3787.

AWARD

The Young Lawyers Section
of the Jacksonville Bar
Association has established
a scholarship of not less
than $1,000 for first- or
second-year law students
who maintain residence in
the Jacksonville area. The
scholarship will be awarded

INDIAN RIVER BAR
ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIP

The Indian River Bar
Association has establ ished
a scholarship fund to
provide an annual award to
a law student. Depending
upon funds availab le, more

than one scholarship may be
awarded. Preference is
given to students who are
residents of Indian River
County. Financial need and
academic promise will be
considered. Financial need
is shown by an affidavit
submitted to the Indian
River Bar Schola rship
Committee.
SAM D . MANSFIELD
MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

The Board of Directors of
the Florida Land Title
Association has created this
fund to award a $1,000
scholarship annually.
Preference for the award
will be given to students
who exhibit an interest in
the land title industry and
related fie lds. The award is
disbursed in two equal
amounts each fall and spring
semester.
PUERTO RICAN LEGAL
DEFENSE AND
EDUCATION FUND ,
INC . (PRLDEF)
SCHOLARSHIPS

Awards are made to Puerto
Rican students. Write to:
PRLDEF, 99 Hudson Street,
New York, ew York 10013.
EARL WARREN LEGAL
TRAINING SC H OLARSH I P
PROGRAM

These awards, based on
financial need, are given to
African-American students
under the age of 35 who
intend to practice in an area
where there is a dea1th of
black lawyers. Write to: Earl
Warren Legal Training
Program, Inc., 99 Hudson
Street, New York, New York
10013.

C O LL EGE OF LA W
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FEDERAL LOAN
PROGRAMS

STAFFORD LOANS

These educational loans are
available directly through
banks. credit unions, savings
and loan associations and
other participating lenders.
The Federal Stafford loan
is based on financial need.
Interest is paid by the
government while the
student is in school. The
Unsubsidized Federal
Stafford loan is available
to students who do not
qualify in whole or in part
for the subsidized Federal
Stafford Loan. It is not based
on need, and interest is not
paid by the government but
accrues while the student is
in school.
To apply for the Federal
Stafford/ Unsubsidized
Stafford loans, a student
must complete the Free
Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA). These
applications are available in
the Office of Financial Aid,
University Center, Room
4473, Florida State
University, Tallahassee,
Florida 32306-2430.

who still have need after
having exhausted their
eligibility under the federal
programs. The program also
offers Bar Examination
Loans to graduating
students. Law Access Loan
applications are available
from the Office of Student
Affairs, College of Law.
LAWLOANS PROGRAM

LawLoans is a comprehensive student loan
program designed to meet
the sp ecific education
financing needs of law
students . Through this
lender, e ligible students are
able to secure Supplemental
Loans for Students and
Stafford Loans, Law Student
Loans and Bar Study Loans.
EMERGENCY STUDENT
LOANS

The College of Law makes
available a limited number
of interest-free, short-term
emergency student loans.
The student must be in
good academic standing
w ith anticipated resources
to repay the loa n with in a
three-month period. The
maximum loan amount per
academic year is S500.

PRIVATE LOAN
PROGRAMS

MEXICAN-AMERICAN
LEGAL DEFENSE AND

LAW ACCESS LOAN

EDUCATIONAL FUND

PROGRAM

(MALDEF)

This national loan program
is sponsored by the Law
School Admission Council
and provides an alternate
lender to those who are
eligible for the fede rally
sponsored Supplemental
Loans for Students and
Stafford Loans. The program
also provides privately
insured loans for students

Loans of $1,000 are made
available to Hispanic
students. For a 1VIALDEF
loan under the loan
forgiveness program, write
to: MALDEF, c/ o The
Educational Programs
Department, 28 Geary
Street, San Francisco,
California 94108.
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MIAMI BEACH BAR

LEVEL TWO $3,000

ASSOCIATION LOAN

BAR/BR!

PROGRAM

The Miami Beach Bar
Association funds a loan
program for Jaw students.
The loans are repayable one
year after the date of
graduation . Applicants must
submit a completed
application form along with
a law school transcript and
proof of financial need.
Students who have
comp leted one fu ll semester
of law school in Florida are
e ligible to apply.
BOOK AWARDS

Contracts
Kerrigan, Estess, Rankin

& Mcleod
Criminal Law and
Procedure
McConnaughhay,
Roland, Maida & Cherr, P.A.

Workers· Compensation
LEVEL THREE $2,000

Bush, Ross, Gardner, Warren

& Rudy, P.A.
Securities Regu lation
Cobb Cole & Bell
State Constitutional
Law
Cummings, Nelson &
Piccard, P.A.

Law firms, corpo rations and
individual alumni support
the College's Book Award
Program, contributing fu nds
to recognize the academic
achievement of law
students. Sponsors support
a Book Award in a
designated area of the law,
with a portion of the award
going directly to the
student who receives the
highest grade in a course or
who attains some other
academic achievement
s pecified by the terms of
the pa rticular award. The
following law firms and
individuals are currently
sponsoring College of Law
Book Awards at the level of
$2,000 or higher.
LEVEL ONE $S,OOO

Chris Cadenhead

Criminal Law and
Procedure
Foley & Lardner

Insurance Law
Frost, O'Toole &
Saunders, P.A.

Administrative Law
Dominik & Stein

International
Property
Fixel & Maguire

Eminent Domain
J. William Kirkland, P.A.

Torts
Peggy Rolando

Real Estate
Transactions
Judge Hugh M. Taylor
(Bryant, Miller &
Olive)

State Constitutional
Law
Tom & Julie Thornton
Torts
Trenam, Kemker, Scharf,
Barkin, Frye, O'Neill &
Mullis, P.A.

Bankruptcy Policy
Young, van Assenderp &
Varnadoe, P.A.

Florida Administrative Practice
Zimmerman, Shuffield, Kiser

& Sutcliffe, P.A.

Lega l Writing &
Research

C1\:REERS

Evidence
Wayne Hogan

Trial Practice

B l!JSINESS.

THE

PROFESSIONA TEACHER
!though it has been a dozen years since
Florida State professor Mary LaFrance graduated from law school, she has vivid memories of the

professors she admired most. "They were the ones who came to class well prepared and exhibited a

strong sense of responsibility for making their classroom time valuable to their students." • For

LaFrance, who teaches tax, intellectual property and entertainment law, continual self-evaluation is a

key ingredient in maintaining that sense of responsibility. "I believe in the concept of the professional

teacher, a person truly concerned about the learning process - about what works and what doesn't

- who is willing to make changes, to keep improving." She adds: "Typically, that person spends more

time than her students preparing for class."
THE BEST TEACHERS SPEND MORE

• LaFrance's preparation is evident not

TIME PREPARING FOR CLASS THAN
THEIR STUDENTS.

only in her traditional curriculum classes
but in new ones she's developed. In her popular Legal Issues in Entertainment course, law and film

students work together to learn the intricacies of putting together entertainment deals. "It's a great

chance for students to be exposed to a different culture - to interact with students they may one day

work with professionally." • LaFrance has seen graduates of the course go on to successful careers, as

Los Angeles talent agents and as entertainment lawyers. "That's one of the rewards for a teacher," says

LaFrance. "It's an indication that your preparation paid off"

MARY

LAFRANCE•

PROFESSOR

CAREER PLANNING

As

competition in the legal m arketplace increases, the College of Law continually seeks ways to expand opportunities

fo r graduates. Efforts on many fronts are helping graduates connect with su itable employment.

EMPLOYMENT FOR STUDENTS

The College of Law supports the premise that the attention of fi rst-year students should be directed primarily toward their

The majority of Flo rida State's law graduates enter pri\·ate practice with an established law fi rm. Others ~vork as assistant

studies. The Career Planning Office abides by National Association of Law Placement guidelines, which require both legal

state attorneys and public defenders, state and federal judicia l clerks, in la rge corporate lega l departments or in state and

employers and law school p lacement officers to refrain from ta lking to fi rst-year students about jobs and ca reer opportunities

federal government agencies. Still others work outside of the lega l field, often as corporate managers and administrators. A

until after November 1. As a result, placement orientation sessions for first-yea r students are not he ld until late November o r

number of graduates have medical and other p rofessiona l degrees.

early December.
JOB BOARD

A job-listing board at the law school displays openings, and the Career Planning Office offers a job-listing service to
employers. Alumni seeking employment may subscribe to the Alumni Job

otice Bulletin, wh ich is p ublished monthly.

JOB FAIRS

College of Law students may participate in a number of activities designed to bring students and employers together. Early
each spring semester. the Career Planning Office sponsors a Ca reer Fair
to info rm students about opportu nities in various practice areas. About

WHERE OUR
GRADUATES WORK

thirty local attorneys from both the private and public sectors spend an
afternoon at the law school answering questions about their spe cific
fie lds of law. The College organizes meetings in Atlanta and Miami for
students interested in meeting prospective employers in those cities.
The College participates in several job fairs. The Southeastern

The following information pertains to
our 1997 graduates. Statistics are based
on 176 responses o ut of 199 graduates
surveyed by the Career Planning Office,
reflecting employment witl1in s ix
months of graduation.

Minority Job Fair, sponsored by over thirty law schools and drawing
employers from across the nation, is held each August in Atlanta . Also
available to students is the annual Parent. Law Job Fair, held in Chicago
in the fall. Students and graduates may also participate in the National
Association of Law Placement Public Inte rest Job Fair. held each
November in Washington, D.C. Most of the job fairs are free to students,

56%

Private Practice
Judicial Clerkships

7%

Legal Business

1%

Government

26%

Other

10%

while graduates frequently pay a nominal fee. All participants pay their
LOCATIONS:

THE OFFICE OF CAREER PLANNING

own travel and lodging expenses.
The Office of Career Planning provides assistance to law students, graduates, and legal employers. In addition to conducting

Southeast

94%

Northwest

1%

active on- and oft~campus interviewing programs and p roviding current job listings, the office sponsors seminars and

PUBLIC INTEREST LAW WEEK

workshops on career options, resume writing and inte1viewing skills. The office also provides individual consultation and

Held each spring, Public Interest Law Week gives students an opportunity

West

2%

career counseling and coordinates an alumni mentoring program.

to learn about jobs in the public sector. Speakers include the local state

Unreported

3%

Employers visit the College of Law campus du ring the fa ll and spring semesters to inte1v iew second- and third-year

attorney and public defender as well as general counsels from various
AVERAGE STARTING SALARY:

students. Among these employers are law firms, government agencies, and corporations from Florida and Georgia as well as
from other areas of the country. They hire summer interns and clerks as well as begin ning associates. For more information,

stare agencies.

Law Firms

$45,102

Judicial Clerkships

$35,687

Government

$29,000

contact the Office of Career Planning at (850) 644-4495.
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OFF - C AMP U S INTE RV IEWING

1997-98 ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWERS
To answer the needs of our students and to provide employers a timesaving, cost-effective means of interviewing our
students , the College of Law conducts severa l off-campus interviewi ng programs. In the fall , the College offers firms in the
Atlanta and Miami areas an opportu nity to bring our "on-campus" program to them. Students travel at their own expense to
interview at participating organizations. The Career Planning

Throughout the year, many firms visit the College's campus and conduct interview sessions with students. Following is a list of some of the fim1S who panicipate in our o n-campus interview program.
Adams, Hill, Reis, Adams, Hall & Schieffelin

Kirschner, Main, Graham, Tanner & Demont

Office staff coord inates scheduling details with students and area

Akerman, Senterfitt & Eidson, P.A.

Lewis, Longman & Walker, P.A.

employers . The program has been a success and there are plans

Annis, Mitchell, Cockey, Edwards & Roehn, P.A.

Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & Reed, P.A.

Baker & Hostetler, LLP

Lyon, Jones, Bergholtz & Kirwin, P.A.

Barron, Redding, Hughes, Fite, Bassett, Fensom

MacFarlane, Ferguson & McMullen, P.A.

for expansion to other metropol itan areas in the Southeast.

& Sanborn, P.A.
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Baumer, Bradford & Walters, P.A.

Maida, Galloway & Neal, P.A.

Beggs & Lane

Mahoney, Adams & Criser

Broad & Cassel

Martin, Ade, Birchfield & Mickler, P.A.

Bush, Ross, Gardner, Warren & Rudy, P.A.

McKenzie & Soloway, P.A.

Cabaniss, McDonald, Smith & Wiggins, P.A.

Law Offices of J. JeromP. Miller

Carlton, Fields, Ward, Emmanuel, Smith & Cutler, P.A.

Muller, Mintz, Kornreich, Caldwell, Casey, Crosland &

Carr, Alford, Clausen & McDonald

ALU M N I SU PPORT

College of Law alumn i play a significant role in helping recent

Maguire, Voorhis & Wells

Bramnick, P.A.

Clark & Campbell, P.A.

Office of the General Counsel, U.S. Navy

Clark, Partington, Hart, Larry, Bond,

Peterson & Meyers, P.A.

Stackhouse & Stone

Pennington, Moore, Wilkinson & Dunbar, P.A.

Cole, Stone & Stoudemire, P.A.

Rogers, Towers, Bailey, Jones & Gay, P.A.

Cummings & Lockwood

Rumberger, Kirk & Caldwell, P.A.

graduates begin their careers on the right foot. FSU-educated

de la Parte, Gilbert & Bales, P.A.

Shackleford, Farrior, Stallings & Evans, P.A.

la,;vyers can be found in eve1y state of the u nion. The majority,

Dean, Mead, Egerton, Bloodworth, Capouani

though, have established their careers in the burgeoning cities
and towns of Florida and the Southeast. An active alumni association maintains close ties with the College. Alumni dedicated

Sharit, Bunn, Chilton, Holden & Stambaugh, P.A.

& Bozarth, P.A.

Shutts & Bowen, LLP

Fisher & Phillips, LLP

Smith Hulsey & Busey

Fisher, Rushmer, Werrenrath, Wack & Dickson, P.A.

State Attorney's Office-

to "giving something back" show their support through gifts to 1he Annual Fund and sponsorship of scholarships, book

Foley & Lardner

Dade County

awards, endowed professorships a nd other programs. Most important for recent graduates, alumni are a source of inval uable

Ford & Harrison, LLP

Jacksonville

help in find ing e mployment.
ALUMNI PROFESSIONAL MENTORING PROG R AM

Coordinated by the Career Planning Office, members of the Coll ege of Law's Alumni Association donate countless volunteer
hours to assist students in perfecting their job search skills. They hold workshops on every aspect of the job search, from
resume writing to etiquette a nd mock inte rviews, throughout the year. Alumni from all a reas of legal employment, private
firms, judiciary. and government as well as those in nontraditional legal careers come to campus to discuss the specifics of

Fowler, White, Burnett, Hurley, Banick & Strickroot, P.A.

West Palm

Fowler, White, Gillen, Boggs, Villareal & Banker, P.A.

Stearns, Weaver, Miller, Weissler, Alhadeff & Sitterson, P.A.

Law Offices of Cheryl A. Gentry

Steel, Hector & Davis, LLP

Gray, Harris & Robinson, P.A.

Taylor, Day & Rio

Greenberg, Traurig, Hoffman, Lipoff, Rosen

Trenam, Kemker, Scharf, Barkin, Frye, O 'Neill

& Quentel, P.A.

& Mullis, P.A.

Gunster, Yoakley, Valdes-Fauli & Stewart, P.A.

Tripp, Scott, Conklin & Smith

Harris Coorporation

U.S. Air Force JAG Corps

Henderson, Franklin, Starnes & Holt, P.A.

U.S. Army JAG Corps

their field of p ractice and to answer students' questions. Additional sessions address the differing needs of students in the ir

Hill, Ward & Henderson, P.A.

U.S. Marine JAG Corps

first, second o r third year of law school. Career Planning recognizes the need to meet changing employment needs through-

Holland & Knight, LLP

U.S. Navy JAG Corps

Hopping, Green, Sams & Smith, P.A.

Williams, Reed, Weinstein, Schifino & Mangione, P.A.

Igler & Dougherty, P.A.

Zimmerman, Shuffield, Kiser & Sutcliffe, P.A.

Katz, Kutter, Haigler, Alderman, Bryant & Yon, P.A.

Zinober & McCrea, P.A.

out a student's law school career. An Alumni Resource Directo1y points students and recent graduates toward alumni who can
advise them about opportunities in the ir geographical and interest areas.
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ADMISSIONS

Ad111issions

decisions

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST AND

rained from the LSACD-ROM system (see page 123 of the

aged to present in writing all information they wish the Com-

LAW SCHOOL DATA ASSEMBLY SERVICE

1998-99 LSAT/ LSDAS Registration and Information Book)

mittee to consider. However, applicants are encouraged to

are based upon the evaluation of each applicant's potential
for success in law school and in the legal profession and the

visit the campus, attend a class, and meet with admissions

All applicants for admission must take the Law School Admis-

extent to which the applicant's background offers a unique
contribution to a diverse educational environment in the
College of Law.
The Admissions Committee has authority over all matters pe1taining to admissions. The Committee begins its evaluation of files in Janua1y and continues its review through
May. Applicants are notified of the Committee's decisions at
the earliest possible date.
Admission to the College of Law is a competitive process,
and applications with the strongest records are given priority.
The majority of admissions decisions are made primarily on
the basis of combining LSAT scores w ith undergraduate grades.

sion Test (LSAT) administered by Law School Admission Ser-

LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION

staff and members of the faculty and the student body. To

vices. The test should be taken as early as possible, but no

Ap plicants must submit rwo letters of recommendation fo r

make arrangements for such a visit in advance, contact the

later than the Februa1y preceding the August for which the

review by rhe Admissions Committee. We prefer that these

Admissions Office at (850) 644-3787.

applicant seeks admission . The Committee will not consider

letters be from college professors who can attest to your

scores that are more than four years old. If the LSAT is raken

ability to enter a competitive professional program. If you

TOEFL REQUIREMENT

more than once, the Committee ,;,,;ill consider the average of

haYe been out of school for some time, letters from a work

In addition to submitting all materials for admission, appli-

situation can be helpful.

cants whose native language is not English are required to

the scores.
Applicants must register with the Law School Data As-

Florida Srate recommends that your letters be submitted

take the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) and to

sembly Service (LSDAS) and must arrange to have official

tlu·ough the LSAC letter o f reconunendarion se1v ice that serves

have the scores submitted to the law school. A minimum score

transcripts from each undergraduate institution attended sent

all member schools. This service is included in your LSDAS

of 550 on the TOEFL is required. Information on the TOEFL

directly to LSDAS. LSDAS analyzes the transcripts and pre-

registration subscription. Your letters will be copied and sent

may be obtained by writing to TOEFL, Educational Testing

pares a summary of the undergraduate work fo r its report to

to us along with your LSDAS Report, or as recei,·ecl on a

Service, P.O. Box 6151, Princeton, New Jersey 08541-6151.

weekly basis. To use this se1vice, follow the directions for
In addition, the personal statement. writing samples, recommendation letters and strength of undergraduate program are
reviewed fo r all applicants. The Committee takes into consideration a number of other factors, including an applicant's graduate study, significant activities of leadership, unique work or
service experience, histo1y of overcoming disadvantages, and
contribution to a diverse academic environment in terms of
race, ethnic background. and life experiences.

REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

The College of Law receives over 1800 applications for approximately 200 places in each entering class. Last year's
median GPA for those applicants offered admission was 3.40,
and the median Law School Admission Test score ranked in
the 78th percentile nationally.
First-year students are offered admission for entry only
in the fall semester. An applicant must hold, or expect to
receive , a baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited
college or university prior to commencing law study. While
an offer for admission may be extended before the undergraduate degree has been obtained, the offer is conditional

the College of Law.
Applicants who have clone graduate work should submit

submitting letters outlined in the 1998-99 LSAT/ LSDAS Reg-

JOINT DEGREE APPLICATION

transcripts of that work directly to LS DAS.

istration and Information Book, page 1-9. Be su re to fill out

Students interested in the joint-degree programs must sub-

and give each letter writer a letter of recommendation form

mit all required materials to the law school as well as make

from the LSAT/ LSDAS Registration and Information Book.

separate application to the appropriate graduate school. For

LSAT applications are contained in the LSAT/ LSDAS Information Book and are available at most u ndergraduate colleges
and law schools or may be obtained directly from Law School

If a letter writer wishes to write specifically about your

Admission Se1vices, Box 2000, Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940-

qualifications for Florida State University College of Law,

0998, (215) 968-1001, or their website http:/;www.lsac.org

he/ she must send the letter directly to our admissions office,

TRANSFER STUDENTS

accompanied by the form located in the application packet.

An applicant who has completed at least one year, but less

APPLICATION FORM AND FEE

To be considered, all letters must be received by the comple-

than two years, of la,v school work at another ABA-approved

Application forms needed for admission to the law school are

tion deadline of April 1, whether submitted directly to FSU

law school may apply for admission as a transfer student

included in the back of this publication. Additional applica-

or through the LSAC letter of recommendation service.

with advanced standing.

more info rmation. see page 23.

In addition to the material that must be submitted by all

tions may be obtained by writing to the Admissions Office,
Florida State University College of Law, Tallahassee, Florida

ADMISSION TO THE BAR

applicants for admission, a transfer applicant must also sub-

32306-1601. or by calling (850) 644-3787, or by email ro

Applicants for admission are urged to secure information re-

mit a letter from the dean of the former law school certifying

admissions@law.fsu.edu

gard ing character and other qualifications for admission to the

that the applicant is in good standing and eligible to return

bar from the Board of Bar Examiners in each state in which

and indicating the applicant's class rank. The transfer appli-

they plan to practice before beginn ing the study of/aw.

cant also must submit a transcript of grades for all law school

Along with their completed applications, applicants must submit to the College of Law a nonrefundable application fee of $20.00.

work completed and a statement of his or her reasons fo r

Applicants are urged to submit their applications as early
as possible, b ut no later than Februa1y 15.
The College of Law will process application fo rms ob-

INTERVIEWS

seeking transfer. Transfer applicants must be in the top 25

The Admissions Conunittee is unable to incorporate inter-

percent of their first-year class.

views into the admissions process. Applicants are encour-

Transfer applicants m ay apply fo r admission into any

upon the applicant's receipt of the degree.
rn11 <r< n<
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INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANTS
The application deadline for the :\ugus1 entering class is Februatv 15.
Applications received aCter that date ma\' not be re,·ie\\'ed ll\~ the
Admission Committee. Scores from the 1\,bruan· administration of'
the LSAT are the latest \\'htch will be considere:! for 1\ugust entry.
The Florida State Uni,·ersit,\ enrolls entering students in the [:ll
semester only.

semester, but their files should be complete at least one month

In addition, the University's Office of Resident Student

prior to the start of the semester for which ent1y is being

Developme nt (850-644-2860) makes available single- and

sought. The deadline for the receipt of transfer applications

married-student housing for law students. Rogers Hall on

for fall semester is June 1.

campus offers apartments for single students. Single students

APPLICATION FORM, PERSONAL STATEMENT, APPLICATION FEE,
RESIDENCY FORM, AND POSTCARDS.

as well as students with dependents are eligible for housing

These items must be completed in full and mailed direcd.\ to:

TRAN S I ENT STU D ENT S

in Alumni Village, a convenie ntly located apartment complex

An applicant who has completed or expects to complete at

with 795 furnished one-, rwo-ancl three-bedroom apa1tments.

:\dm1ssions Office
College ol' La,,
Florida State Lni,·ersit,\
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1601

least two years of work at another ABA-approved law school

s ER v I c E

and who expects to graduate from that school may study at

HEALTH

the College of Law as a transient student on a space-avail-

Prima1y outpatient medical care is available to students and

able basis.

their dependents. age thirteen and older, at the Thagard Stu-

In addition to submitting the material required of all applicants for admission, a transient student applicant also must

dent Health Center. Fee-paying students may see a health professional for treatment of uncomplicated illnesses free of charge.

submit a letter from the clean of the home law school indicat-

However, all students are strongly encouraged to have full

ing (1) that the applicant is in good standing and is eligible to

insurance coverage for medical problems that cannot be handled

return; (2) that the applicant has pemlission to take the courses

on campus. Insurance for law studenrs is available through the

listed in the letter; and (3) that credits earned at the College

American Bar Association's Student Bar Division.

of La,v will be applied toward the graduation requirements

The Board of Regents requires all entering students born

of the home law school. The transienr applicant must submit

in o r after 1957 to p rovide proof of rubeola and rubella im-

a transcript of grades for all law school work completed and

munization. There are some further restrictions regarding the

a statement of his or her reasons for seeking transient status.

age and year in which immunization was received. For com-

Usually, transient students are admitted only for their third

plete details, students should contact the Health Center at

year of study, with the exception of students from other law

(850) 644-6230.

LETIERS OF RECOMMENDATION

,\pplicants must submit two letters ofrecommendation for re\'ie\\' b\'
the Admissions Committee. FSL, re<·ommends that vour letters b.e
submitted through the Law School Admission C~un<·il sen·ice.
Please refer to page 55 for specilics.
POSTCARDS

lfyou wish to he notified of the status ofyour application, submit the
attached postcards. Be sure to include postage and your return
address.

APPLICATION FEE

A.n application fee of' $20.00 must accompany every application lor
admission. Do not send cash. Checks or mone\' orders should he made
payable to Florida State Uni,·ersit\·. fhis lee cannot be refunded or
applied to an applicant's reg1strati;m or any other uni,·ersit_\ fee.

APPLICATIONS FOR ADMISSION Will NOT BE REVIEWED UNTIL All OF
THE MATERIALS LISTED ABOVE HAVE BEEN RECEIVED BY THE COLLEGE.

,\dmissinn· decisions are made on a rolling basis, from ,lanua~
through ,\\ay.
NOTE: \ll applicants should consult the rules and regulations of the

APPLICATION FORM AND PERSONAL STATEMENT

,\pplicants must complete all items on the application ~orm, insertine:
NI,\ for inapplirnble items. The Personal Statement should aLcom~
pany the application. Incompleteness, inaccuraC\, intentional concealment or misrepresentation, or failure to notil:,. the College of any
Lhanges ll1 the intormation contained in the application may result in
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DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES

Hall, is the prima1y advocate for students with learning and

HOUSING

physical disabilities. The staff monitors the environmental,

The Tallahassee community has ample, reasonably priced

social, and academic conditions affecting these students and

off-campus housing options for students. Information on rental

offers assistance in registration, housing, and transportation

rates, required deposits, lease terms, and amenities for apart-

and information regarding community resources. The center

ments, townhouses, rooms, and other housing facilities is

maintains a resource lab housing computers and other de-

available through the Student Government Association-spon-

vices to help students with disabilities successfully meet the

sored Off-Campus Housing Office. This office is located in
Oglesby Union, FSU, Tallahassee, Florida 32306; (850) 6440089. Information about off-campus housing also is available

requirements of their academic programs. For more information, call (850) 644-9566 (voice/ TDD).
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RECOMMENDATION FORM

NOTE TO APPLICANT
Please complete the following cards and return them to the Florida State University College of Law

(To be complered and au ached as a cover sheet to the letter of recommendation if you are not using the the letter of recommendation
service through LSAC.)

with your application. Please fill in the mailing address of the persons writing letters of recommendation
on your behalf on the front of this card.

TO THE APPLICANT: Print or type your name. Sign one of the waiver statements. Forward this form to the person who will write
your letter of recommendation.

Name of Applicant

Social Security Number--Last

First

Middle

Name of Recommender
The Familv Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, provides an applicant with a right of future access to the contents of
this recommendation once the applicant is enrolled as a student in this institution. The Act also allows an applicant to waive the right of
future access, but prohibits a school from requiring an applicant to waive this right as a condition of admission or review and evaluation of an
applicant for admission. By signing one of the statements below, the applicant acknowledges that he or she has read and understands the
statement of federal law governing the right of' access ro this recommendation. (Failure to complete the \Vaiver of Access section may delay
processing of the application.)

WAIVER OF ACCESS - PLEASE SIGN AND DATE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS:

I hereby waive my right of future access to the contents of this recommendation and I authorize my recommender to provide the College of Law
\\ith all appropriate evaluations and information that may be required to support my application.

Signature: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I do not waive my right of future access to the contents of this recommendation and I authorize my recommender to provide the College of Law
with a candid e,·aluation of me and other relevant information that may be required in support of my application.

g-<

-<
0

,:

.,

Signature: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date: ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TO THE RECOMMENDER: The person named abo\'e has applied for admission to the Florida State University College of' Law. The purpose

.,

"'0
(')

of this form is to obtain an assessment of the candidate's qualifications for entering law school by someone who knows the applicant well
and who is qualified to make personal judgments about the candidate .

3
3
r,

g_

!=.

IF the applicant has wai,·ed access to your recommendation. only members of the Admissions Committee will review your recommendation.
However, if the applicant has not waived access to this recommendation, he or she may, i/,1cct'ptal t1/l{I ,,,i/,,,,•quently mr,,/1.:,1 al the Colle!7" o/L,111',
re\'ie'l.v your recommendation.
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C,

Name------------------------------~

Positionrfitle - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Address----------------------------------------------------------

Signature----------------------------

Date - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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FSU COLLEGE OF LAW,

TALLAHASSEE, FL 32306-1601

• PH: 850-644-3787 •

admissions@law.fsu.edu

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

Desired Entry Date:
Aug. 19 _ _

Beginning Student

Application Fee: $20.00

Aug. 19 _ __

Transfer

Accepting Applications: October 1

Jan. 19

Application Deadline: February 1 5

Ca 1\lay 19 _ _

Completion Deadline: April 1

Aug. 19 _ _

Transient

Transfer/Transient Deadline: June 1

Jan. 19
Alay 19 _ _

Please Print or Type All Entries

1.

Name of Applicant - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. Social Security Number ___ - _ _ _ - _ __
last

3.

First

Middle

Present Address------ - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Number & Street

City

County

State

Z,p Code

) - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - C u r r e n t Until ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Telephone Number

4.

Pe1·mancnt Home A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Number & Street

City

County

State

lop Code

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5. Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone Number

6.

Date of Birth _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7. Place of Birth - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8. Sex

,\ \

F

Yes

No

City-County-State

9.

C i t i z e n s h i p - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 0. Florida Resident
If you are not a United States Citizen. but a permanent resident. please enclose a copy, back and front. of your Resident Alien Card.

11. Ethnic Origin (Requested in compliance with Title VI of the Ci"il Rights Act of 1964).
~ \Vhite (not of Hispanic origin)

Asian or Pacific Islander
American Indian or Native Alaskan

Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic

O Other--------------------

lfyou are not a native speake1· of English, please indicate native l a n g u a g e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

12. Have you previously applied for admission to the Florida State University College of L a w ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --

If yes, for what term and with what result? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __
13. Date(s) LSAT taken or to be t a k e n : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Score _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ UGPt\ ________
14. Are you interested in a joint-degree program? _____________ IF so, which one:------ - - - - - - - - - - -

1 5. List all colleges and graduate schools you have attended or will have attended prior to entering the College of Law.

Name of school

City & State

16. Have you ever attended law school? ________

Name of school

FSU COLLEGE OF LAW,

City & State

Date of
Attendance
(Mo. & Yr.)

1\-\ajor or
Field

Degree Received or
Expected ('>'.~th Date-Mo. & Yr.)

If so, list each school attended and credit hours earned.
Hours
Earned

TALLAHASSEE, FL 32306-1601

Date Enter·ed-Date Departed
& Year for both)

(1\ lonth

•

PH: 850-644-3787 •

admissions@!

f

.
List significant scholastic honors you have recc1vel me u m

·

. I h

.

24. Because of the high ethical standards to which lawyers are held. the failure to disclose an act or ewnt such as the ones described

·h la,·ships fellowships, prizes, honor societies, etc.
•

I · l d g deg,·ees ,v1t 1 01101 s, sc o

below is often more significant, and leads to more serious consequences. than the act or event itself. Failure to provide truthful
answers. or failure to inform the Admission Oflice of any changes to your answers. may result in revocation of admission or disciplinary action by the law school. or denial of' permission to practice law by the state in which you seek admission. Please answer the
following questions YES or NO. If your answer is YES. please explain fully on a separate sheet.
Yes or No
a. Have you ever been dropped. suspended, warned, placed on academic or disciplinary probation,
disciplined, expelled, or requested or advised to resign from any post-secondary school. college.
unive1·sity. professional school 01· la" school'!

. I d D
·b b · O , your cont1ibution to each.
List signiGcant extracurricular or community activities with which you have been mvo ve . escn e ne .)

b. I-la\'e you ever been arrested, formally accused or convicted of a ,·iolation of law? You should

\Ve,·e you employed during your undergraduate academic years?

No

Yes

Positions held:
Number of hours per week:

Fr. Yr. _ _ _ _ _ __

Soph. Yr. _ _ _ __

Sr. Yr. - - - - -

Jr. Yr.

disclose each instance even though the charges may ha,·e been dismissed, or you were acquitted. or
adjudication was ,,ithheld. or a conviction was reversed, set aside, or vacated. However, if your
records were expunged pursuant to applicable law, you are not required to answer yes to this
question. In addition. you may omit 1111iwr traffic violations that do not result in a jail sentence, suspension
or revocation of your driver's license, or a fine of more than $200. A11y arrest, charge or conviction of
driving while intoxicated or under the influence of alcohol or drugs must be disclosed regardless of
outcome or sanctions imposed. If you are unsure whether to answer yes, we strongly recommend
answering yes and fully disclosing all incidents. By doing so, you can avoid risk of disciplinary action,
revocation of admission offer, and/ or investigation by the state Board of Bar Examiners.

25. Personal Statement The Admissions Committee receives applications from many more persons who are highly qualified to attend
20. Describe all Full-time employment. ·me1u d 'mg miT,tar.), sei·vice ·

law school than there are places available. In making admissions decisions among applicants with comparable undergraduate grade
point averages and LSAT scores, the Committee seeks a diverse and hererogenous student body. The Committee considers such
Factors as exceptional personal talents, interesting or demanding work or service experience, leadership potential. rigorousness of the
undergraduate course of study as reflected by the applicant's college transcripts, graduate study, maturity. a histo,y of overcoming
economic or other disadvantage. ability to communicate. rnce, ethnic background. and other factors. Consequently. ,vour statement
should include any of the above information that you would like the Committee to consider. It is recommended that you limit your
statement to two pages, typed and double-spaced. Put your name and signature on the statement and attach it to the application.

.
. I
I
. . f evaluation from persons with sufGcient knowledge of you to assess your
0
21. Furnish the Admissions Committee wit 1 two ettei s

26. If there are circumstances which might prevent you from devoting full time to the study of law, please attach a statement of
explanation.

aptitude for law study and the practice of law.
Position

Recommendation I:

27. List all other law schools to which you are applying or plan to apply (for statistical purposes only).

Name

Position

Recommendation 2:
Name

]\ lot her (first name-maiden name)
Father

22. Parental Data
Name in Full

Duty to Supplement Your Answer You must promptly noti(v the College of Law in writing if your answer becomes incomplete due to an
event occurring after submission of this application (see below).

Present Address
Street & Number

I certif\• that this application is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge. I understand that incomplete, inaccurate, untrue or
misleading answers, or failure to noti(:y the College of Law in writing of any changes in the information contained in this application, may
result in denial or revocation of admission, dismissal from the College of Law, or revocation of any degrees that may have been granted. I
understand I am to notif;y the College of Law of any subsequent changes in the information contained in this application which occur
during the period of my enrollment in the College.

City & State

.

I .

.

I

c1· g pa1·ents who attended Florida State University College ol' Law.

23. L 1st re at1ves. me u m
Name

·

Address

Relationship

Degree/Date

Date

Signature (in ink. please)

The Florida State University encourages admission applications from qualified students regardless of color,
race, religion, national orgin, disability or marital status.

.A!SSl.i.UfilttJitiiiJ...
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FSU COLLEGE OF LAW,

TALLAHASSEE, Fl 32306-1601

•

PH: 850-644-3787 •

admissions@law.fsu.edu

I N FO R M AT I O N FO R REs I D EN

~r

RECOMMENDATION FORM

1:. 1

u~dia~ h~ e~b~hc~ ,~d ~a~,u~d :.d' ce~cn~~ Flonda !oral le_""

(To be completed and attached as a cover sheet to the letter of' recommendation if you are not using the the letter of' recommendation
service through LSAC.)

/\ Flo1·i<la "rcsi<lenl for tuition purposes, is a person wh~ has. or. a depcndt·nl pe•:son v.ho~e p:•':~- maint~in~n .;1 rc~H.lcnce incident to cnrollmctH al an i,~snt~tion ofh1~hcr edu1..::\l10~. I~.,
h R 'd
. Flo ·id·\ must he as a bonai1de domn::le rather than !or the pur~. c
I g I .r
l . delinite stav b\· the lmm1grat1on and i\aturah:tat1on Sen,t:c.
twc Ive mont s. cs1 encc in
i
,
•
b
US C' ·.. p•rm.:incnt res1derH alien. or ega "icn grantee m
..
·, . . t ·
f h I' ·1 d ·pccial '-'akuories
qualifv as a Florid.. resident for tuition purposes._~·ou must _e d . . _ir_'.";"~la.~·iiicd J.S FloridJ residents for tuition purpo~cs only 1t they I.all \\II Hll on:
e ~m· C. 1:cnding sch~ol in
Othc; p~rsons nol meeting the twcln:-monrh n.•s1 ~nee re4U1rcrne1~t ~d) _e • - :'.lo.. r "bl for classification._..., a Florida "resident for tu111on pu_rposes. ..iv1ng -1~ ~ ~authorizt'J by the Florida Legislature and ~oard ol Regent$.. All ~t ,c: 1~crsons .~r~--1~::,;~a~cots for support a.-e prt:surned to be legal rcsiJents oi the 5.atnc state ,ts t etr parents.
Florid.:~ will not. in itself, esrn.bli:-.h It-gal rcs1dem:c. Studt."nts who l cpl.!n on out o

r\

NON-FLORIDA RESIDENTS

_
.,

\

- .
.
·
· ·
. . for the ,erm for whid, thi:-. appli(:.ttion is suhm1tted and th~t 11 I_ s 1ou
1 understand th,.u I do not quality a:- a i· lond.t resident. for tu1~10~ P~' p~scs j' h term to be <:on..,idercd for the Florida residency class1ficat10n.
neccssi.H}' for me to tile the required docum~nlatton pnor tot e egmn111g o t e
~

lo

l'F, f some luture term
qua 1 .' or

TO THE APPLICANT: Print or type your name. Sign one of' the waiver statements. Fonvard this form to the person who will write
your letter of' recommendation.

.
It

will be

Name of Applicant

Social Security Number--Last

First

Middle

Name of Recommender

Date

Signature in ink

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, provides an applicant with a right of future access to the contents of
this recommendation once the applicant is enrolled as a student in this institution. The Act also allows an applicant to waive the right of
future access, but prohibits a school from requiring an applicant to waive this right as a condition of admission or review and evaluation of an
applicant for admission. By signing one of the statements below, the applicant acknowledges that he or she has read and understands the
statement of federal law governing the right of' access to this recommendation. (Failure to complete the \Vaiver of Access section may delay
processing of the application.)

FLORIDA RESIDENTS
THIS SECTION MUST BE COMPLETED IN FULL IF YOU CLAIM FLORIDA RESIDENCY FOR TUITION PURPOSES.
•Attach copies (lf any) of document required:
.
. .
her docuin('ntation may he requeste<l 10 establish depcn<lcnce/ind:pendE."ce.
•A notari1cd copy of_your and/or y~ur p.1rcnt~ most recent tahx_ 1 ~~urn or ot . rovided hY anoth~er as delincd by the rnteroal Revenue St::rv1ce.
De endenl: a en,on ~or "vhom 50 11 0 or more ol 1s:, er ~upporl is: P .
. ..
lnlcpendent: ~ person ,.vho pr~\'ided mor~ th.:1n 50% _ol h1~/hcr O\\'.~ su.~po:t. ,
i~ required ii all cases ol spouse da11n1ng p.1rtne1 <. rc~1dcnq.
• ,\ (opy o I. man.·l.lgc cenific-1tt:
,

iI

Ih
.· .
d I q\ residence in Florida. for at least 12 months.
I am an ;ndcpendcnl person d.lll a-.:e m.unt<unc eg, .
.
. d I I -'d . . Fl ridtt for ·u least tweke months.
. ~, d· f
I~
dependent person and mv p.trcnt or ll'gal guilr<lian has mamtainc ~ga res• chnle in o
1·, -I
dian ·rnd m\· relative has mainiaincd legal res1d-.!nct! Ill l· ori .1 or al
I:~:: dt> ,cndent person '\\ho h~l . . resided for fi\'e years with an adult '.-~lat1ve other I an my ~;..~r~1;t :~d::~ :::;her p:·oof oi· residency.)
.
I•
·el~-e months (Rc(1uircd: Copv of most recent 1;1x rt'turn on wh1Ch you ,vere da1~ed as .l h ~ h
, esnl.Jlished leg..ll rcsid.em:c <ulll intend to make Flonda my permant"1H
:arrie<l to a person who has m~J.intaim·d
residenc:c in Fl~rida !'or at \~,tst ~ve vc montv
::~.ni~,·1.) .
h
( R •quir<-'d- Cop\" of marriage certificate, da1mant ·-:,; voter reg1~trat10n, dn'\·cr hn·;~e. f~nd ~ .
g . - l alnndoned my Florid.i domicile less than twelve months ago, and
I o~e- re~·ioosl , en roiled at a Flot'ida state institutlon and dassified as a Florida rcs1 ent or tuitlon purposes.
•
. .
.
,o,..1s P
.)
.cl I I -·d
l. d f . t . c\ncl have m·llntamcd a dom1c1le
am OO\\' n.•-establi:-,;hing Flan a eg,,. ,·cs1. ence.
. . ,.
l
ermanent i·esident alien or other legal alien gr.ante( rn e mites a3 •
•
d.
h U ·ted Sntcs lmm1gr.:\11on and NaturaJ17ation Sen 1cc, am a P
.
)
;:/ltelea:: 1wclv~ 1~onths. (Required:
documentation ~\-ith::o~!; o~'.!'.lond.a
pursU<lOl to military order.... or whose home of rf.'cord is Florida,[or I am
I am a mcmher of the armed services of the L: nited States ~n~ _am stat1one m . 011 ~·• on ac ,-'\C - me ~)f rec.orrl.)
. ,
...i member·-. spous1.: or Jcpendent chi_ld (Required:Copy oi m1htar:v
or.~D20:l~ sh{~v. inlg ;oommunitV college or institution of higher educauon or I am thf.' employees spouse
00
I ;:un a full.time instrw:tional or admmisn-a11vc employee emploJ·ed 'Ya ori a pu IC sc
'
•

1
.J.
K.

or dependent child
·1,1,
h I h'
(Required· Copv of scholarship p.1pcrs.}
I am an ol' the Latin American/Can ean sc oars ip program.
;
. (S 2 0 ~r.1 F S)
rl
h"l l
1 am~ q\1alihed bcnelic:1ary under the 1crms ot' the Florida Prepaid C:olleg~ l ~~g~a~l . ~
t, th~ F.s.U. P,1narna Canal l3ra.nch.[or I am the student\, spouse or depen ent c i t.
1 am living on rhe lsthmu~ of Pana~a and have c~mplctcd l 2_ c:on~ecuuve mont so co ege ,,or a
,
.

\
fl.

c.
D

E.

F.
G.

l

r
[
lJ

L.

;\\

A

t::

legal

~c~z;ri;;

\id;;;

.':~~id;·;,~~~;:~:,: ~-

1:--.;s

WAIVER OF ACCESS· PLEASE SIGN AND DATE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS:

I hereby waive my right of Future access to the contents of this recommendation and I authorize my recommender to provide the College of Law
,vith all appropriate evaluations and information that may be required to support my application.

in.le;!

·t)

(Re uircd· Cop\' of milrriag-e cen1licate ot· proot ol residency.)
J
R
. d· Certification letter from State Coordinator.)
..
q S .h . R .
I EJ t'on Board's Academic Common i.\\,u·ket graduate :.tu ent .. ( eqmre_ .
.
t·tical subdivision forth~ purpose ol Job.related la,,·
l am d out ern cgiona
uca I
1· . - I l>d' : -.
r the state who:.-c student it."eS are pa1J b_v tht: stctte agcnC)- or po I
I am a full.time employee of a state agenc,y or po 1tica ~u 1\i1s10n o
enforcement or corrections training.
, .~ .
d
•
d .. )
1 am a ~le Knight Fellowship recip1en1 (Required:\ enhcat1on from gr.a uate stu i1cs.

Signature: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date:
I do not waive my right of future access to the contents of this recommendation and I authorize my recommender to provide the College of Law
with a candid evaluation of' me and other relevant information that may be required in support of my application.

Signature: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date:

y MUST COMPLETE THIS SECTION IN FULL.
..
PERSON CLAIMING RESIDEN C b J d
h fi
d
f \
of1hc1crmfor"luchaflondaresidentcl..,sificat•on0>
d , fil <l 12 months hefore t e 1rst ay o c as:,.es

• Documents ~upporting the establishment of legal residem:y _must c ate , ,s~ue · o, 1 e
sought. •\ti document<Ltion is subject t~ venficat,on.
d. .
__ "'l..'S
• Add1t1ooal Jocumenhttion other than what is required above may he requeste m some t,L .

TO THE RECOMMENDER: The person named above has applied for admission to the Florida State University College of Law. The purpose
of this form is to obtain an assessment of the candidate's qualifications for entering law school by someone who knows the applicant well
and who is qualified to make personal judgments about the candidate.

Please Print:

'2. Student Social SccuiC"ty: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I.

Name of student: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3.

Name of person claiming Florida residen9•: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5.

Claimant's permanent lega! a

4.

Claimant'., relationship to s t u d e n t : - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

dd1·cs,;: -------------------------:::::-------------------s~,:.~.~--~z~;p~C;o~d~e--Apt. No.
City
a
Street/P.O. Box

6.

Claimant's telephone number: ( _ _ _ ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7.

Date claimant began establishing; lcg:;il Florida Residence and domide: _ _ I _ _ I _ _

8.

Claimant's voter rc_,gistration: Srate: - - - - - - - - -

9.

Claimant's driver license: State; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7':um6er: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lssue Date: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

) : u m b e r : - - - - - - - - - - - C o u n t y - - - - - - - - - - - - - Issue D a r e · - - - - - - - - - -

b - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l.~suc D a t e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10. Claimant's vehicle registration: State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tag 'Num er:
11. Non U.S. Citizen only: Rciadent A.Jien ):umber: (Copy of both side:- of c~lrd re-quired)

If the applicant has waived access to your recommendation, only members of the Admissions Committee will review your recommendation.
However, if the applicant has not waived access to this recommendation, he or she may, 1/accepted a11rl ,,11/,,,,·,;umtly enrolled at the Coll,:qe o/La11•,
review your recommendation.

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Position/Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Address-------------------------------------------------------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Issue Date: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date

.
. . icated in ihc checked ca1cgorv ahm'(' for 1.:la~sificcttion '-~ a Florida rcs1d('nt for t~ui11on purpose~.
I do hercbv swear or affirm that the above.named studenl mceb ;lll n•4u1r~mt.'.nts ,ndk.
f I·
nt pur-ua~t to 83i.0h, Florida Statute:'.l>, .ind to BOR Ruic b I· .A.C.
under.stand rhat a lalse swtcmenl in thi~ document ·will subjeu me to penalties lor ma ,ng a a sc statcme
s

Signature of person d.,iming Florida rcsidenc_'\ (as listed in item #3 above)

Date
re-11ised 7 /98

3&£22.S!LSS.ILS.12L.U.Ui.iUlil¥i.ff9ti41-i,fQ@ilQZJIH4··'•

FSU COLLEGE OF LAW,

TALLAHASSEE, Fl 32306-1601

•

PH: 850-644-3787 •

admissions@law.fsu.edu

.. .

Applicant
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW

Affix
Postage

425 W. Jefferson St.
Tallahassee, FL 32306-160 I

Affix
Postage

Applicant's Name

Applicant's i\JJrcss
City

Applicant
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW

425 W. Jefferson St.
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1601

Applicant's Name

Applicant's Address
State

Zip

City

State

Zip

Applicant
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW

Affix
Postage

425 W. Jefferson St.
Tallahassee, FL 32306-160 I

Applicant
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW

Affix
Postage

425 W. Jefferson St.
Tallahassee, FL 32.106-160 I

i\pplicant's Name

Applicant's Name

Applicant 's 1\Jdress
City

......._

•

",If

Applicant's i\dclress
State

Zip

City

State

Zip

_.,.

('\
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Applicants With Disabilities: It is the policy
of the Florida State University to comply
with the Americans With Disabilities Act
(ADA), Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act, and state requirements regarding
applicants and students with disabilities .
Under those laws, no qualified individual
with a disability may be denied access to
or participation in College or University
services, programs or activities, solely
because of their disability. The College of
Law
will
provide
reasonable
accommodations for students with
recognized disabilities to the extent that
it is feasible to do so, but the College does
not make accommodations that are
unduly burdensome or that fundamentally
alter the nature of its programs.

COMMUNICATING WITH THE COLLEGE OF LAW
Area Code 850

644-3787
Admissions
644-4495
Career Services
644-1432
Clinical Programs
644-3071
Dean's Office
644-9566
Disabled Student Services
644-5716
Financial Aid
487-1292
Florida Bar
644-2860
Housing (University)
(215) 968-1001
Law Services (LSAC)
644-3787
Registrar (Law)
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Applicants are not required to indicate on
the application for admission whether
they have a disability. Applicants who wish
to have disability considered as a factor
in the admissions process, however, must
disclose the disability at the time of
application and provide an explanation of
why it is a factor in evaluating the
applicant's qualifications for admission. If
the applicant wishes the disability to be
considered as a factor. it may be necessary
for the applicant to provide appropriate
documentation of the disability. For
further information relating to
documentation, please contact the
Director of Admission at (850) 644-3787.
This document is available upon request
in alternate format for individuals with
print-related disabilities.

Student Affairs (Law)
Student Bar Association
Thagard Student Health Center

644-7338
644-4849
644-6230

E-Mail

Admissions (Law)
FSU Financial Aid
Law Services

admissions@law.fsu.edu
finaid@admin.fsu.edu
lsacinfo@lsac.org

Web Pages

www.lsac.org
Law School Admissions Council
www.fsu.edu
Florida State University
www.law.fsu.edu
FSU College of Law

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW ACADEMIC CALENDAR
1998-2000
FALL 1999

FALL 1998

Classes Begin
Labor Day (Holiday)
Veterans Day (Holiday)
Thanksgiving (Holiday)
Classes End
Exams Begin
Exams End
Graduation

August 25
September 7
November 11
November 26-27
December 4
December 7
December 18
December 19

Classes Begin
Martin Luther King Jr. Day
(Holiday)
Spring Break
Classes End
Exams Begin
Exams End
Graduation

Classes Begin
Holiday
(Memorial Day observed)
Classes End
Exams Begin
Independence Day
(Holiday observed)
Exams End

Classes Begin
Labor Day (Holiday)
Veterans Day (Holiday)
Thanksgiving (Holiday)
Classes End
Exams Begin
Exams End
Graduation

August 24
September 6
November 11
November 25 -26
December 3
December 6
December 17
December 18

SPRING 2000

SPRING 1999

January 6
January 18
March 8- 12
April 21
April 26
May 7
May 8

Classes Begin
Martin Luther King Jr. Day
(Holiday)
Spring Break
Classes End
Exams Begin
Exams End
Graduation

January 3
January 18
March 8 -12
April 16
April 19
April 28
May 1

SUMMER 2000

SUMMER 1999

'i"
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Florida State University encourages
applications for admission from qualified
students regardless of color, race, religion,
national origin, gender, disability or marital
status.

Because extensive accommodations are
provided for taking the LSAT, the College
of Law will not waive the LSAT or disregard
an applicant's LSAT score because of
disability except in extremely unusual
circumstances. An indication on the
LSDAS report that an applicant took an
accommodated test will not be the basis
for discrimination.
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Rules, policies, fees, dates and courses
described in this publication are subject
to change without notice.

May 10
May 31
June 28
June 29

Classes Begin
Memorial Day
(Holiday observed)
Classes End
Exams Begin
Exams End

May 8
May 31
June 23
June 26
July 3

July 5
July 6
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